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WEATHER FORECAST
Tonight and Tuesday Fair;
'
perature Same
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If You Read It
In The Optic, It's So
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by the American consul
Porfirio Diaz.
Definite announcement
that at
least one aeroplane will be used In
observation work along the Rio
Grande, was made by General Wood,
chief of staff, today. - The U. S. troops
are finding the maintainance of neutrality difficult on account of conflict
ing reports. The war department has
accepted Robert Collier's offer of one
of his new Wright biplanes, which LIGHTNING STARTED FIRE WHICH
CAUSED TOTAL LOSS OF
will be rushed from New York to the
Mexican border by express and turn$1,000,000
ed over to General Hoyt. If the biplane proves of real service it will be
supplemented by at least half a dozen WATER SUPPLY INADEQUATE
others. With that number of machines soaring constantly over tne FIREMEN, MILITIAMEN AND CITIcrooked channel of the Rio Grande
ZENS FOUGHT IN VAIN TO
and back into the country where Il
STEM FLAMES
legal expeditions may be organizing,
it is believed the military
will be
able to practically establish an im BUILDING AN OLD STRUCTURE
penetrable patrol along the border.

department

CITY EDITION

-

.

$20,000 is in a vault supposedly fireproof and may be saved when the
debris ia cleared away. There was
'
no insurance;
r
iThecapttol was erected in 1838 at
a cost of $350,000, and In 1887 remodeled at a C0Bt of $25,000. While
it was built of stone, the roof was
covered with much, inflammable ma
terial which fed the flames, which
spread rapidly with the falling of the
dome into the main part of the struc ARKANSAS CONGRESSMAN
FOLture.
LOWS UP PERSONAL ATTACK
The fire was still smoldering today
ON CORRESPONDENT
and It is thought to have reached the
record vaults in the basement. The
water supply has been
exhausted. MAKES DRAMATIC SPEECH
Money, bonds and valuable state pa
pers in the treasury vaults were re- DECLARES THAT MEMBERS OF
moved. The legislature met in temTHE PRESS HAVE SOUGHT
porary quarters today.

from the record. The trouble between
Mr. Macon and the reporter came to a
head immediately after adjournment
was taken for the day. Mr. Macon had
bitterly assal'ed the reporter, whom he
denounced from the floor because of
an article printed Saturday afternoon
The demand of the reporter after ad
journment that the language directed
against him be expunged from the rec
ord
caused the storm to break.
GENERAL
OROZCO
FAILS
TO
Immediately upon adjournment the TOTAL VOTE CAST IN THE ELECTAKE ADVANTAGE OF GOLD
reporter sought Representative Nor- TION HELD JANUARY 21
EN OPPORTUNITY
ris of Nebraska, to enlist his aid in hav
WAS 45,147
ing the bitter denunciation swept from
the records.
REGULARS GET AROUND HIM
On the floor he found Mr. Macon VOTE AGAINSMVAS
13,394
and made the demand of that gentle
man. Mr. Macon replied that he
COLONEL RABAGO, WITH THREE
OFFICIAL CANVASS MADE TODAY
would stand by what he had said,
HUNDRED FEDERAL TROOPS,
BY GOVERNOR, SECRETARY
whereupon the reporter made a belliREACHES BORDER TOWN
TO INTIMIDATE HIM
AND CHIEF JUSTICE
gerent rush in the direction of the
LOST RACE WITH DEATH
gentleman from Arkansas.
Death overtook Santa Fe passenger HIS
REBEL LEADER FALLS BACK
Strong arms thrust the newspaper
BLUFF WAS CALLED ONCE
train No. 10 today aa it was pulling
man back, however and he was de- SAN MIGUEL STOOD THIRD
into Rlbera at 12:20 o'clock and
tained In their clutches until such
ERECTED YEARS AGO, IT HAD BE claimed Samuel Drobaz.
NOW
REINFORCE
AWAITING
Rebels Active In Sinaloa
Accompanied HOUSE ADOPTS RESOLUTION PRO- time as the anger of all had sufficiently THIS COUNTY BUT ONE VOTE BE
COME ONE OF THE 8TATE'S
MENTS BEFORE ATTEMPTTucson, Ariz., Feb. 6. The first in
VIDING FOR AN INVESTIGAby his son, John Drobaz, aged 16
waned to permit Norris to persuade
HIND CHAVES FOR SECOND
formation that the insurrection
in
ING AN ATTACK
LANDMARKS
years, Mr. Drobaz was 4n his way
Macon to have his arraignment of the
TION OF INCIDENT
PLACE IN LIST
Mexico had spread to the state of Sin
from Los Angeles, where he had
newspaper man expunged from the
for
been
aloa, on the Gulf of California, was
the
benefit
his
of
spjournlng
Jefferson City, Mo., Feb. 6. The
Washington, Feb. 6. A remarkable record, which was done.
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 6. With all
received here today in a dispatch Missouri
to his home in Cheyenne,
El Paso, Tex., Feb. 6 (Buiscene took place in the house today.
was entire health,
capitol
building
from Cullacan, the capital of that
Mr. Drobaz was 53 years of
Wyo.
but
three precincts heard from In the
in
The
BLIZZARD
insurrecto
IN
letin)
junta
PENNSYLVANIA
f
when
Macon
of
Representative
state, The telegram states a band ly destroyed by fire last night. The to age. About a year ago failing health
this city at noon announced that
entire
6.
Feb.
The
heaviest
Pittsburg,
on
a
territory the total vote for the
of
question
had appeared at tal loss, including the building and caused his retirement from his busi- Arkansas, speaking
Show storm of the winter is raging in constitution was 45,147. Of thla vote
f General Orozco and his army had ot revolutionists
record
personal
and
privilege,
state
scathingly
es
arraign
many
papers, is
ness that of a tailor. He was a mem
4- - not. retired south
lamazuia, a town on tne border be- to Samalyuca.
ed the newspaper men who, he claim this section of Pennsylvania.
The 31,753 were for it and 13,394
against
tween the states of Sinaloa and Dur timated at $1,000,000 with no insur ber of the Cheyenne lodges of Elks,
had mna Into eamD ten
ed, had sought to Intimidate him, and railroads are hampered and interur-ba- n it
ance.
making a net majority for It of
Eagles, Odd Fellows and Woodmen of
to
service
towns
f- miles west of Juarez, within easy
many nearby
asked what protection a
Lightning which struck the cupola the World.
18,359.
Besides his son, John, dramatically
4- striklne distance of the town.
(Continued on Page Five)
A f
member of congress had. Today's in is entirely suspended.
of
7 o'clock
the
dome
after
shortly
Mr.
toDrobaz
is
survived
a
and
wife
The precincts that are lacking are
by
probably
attack,
f surprise
cident was the outgrowth of a sensa
spread the flames to the roof of the daughter in Cheyenne. The
was tional
body
No.
35, Perry, Quay county,
which
fracas
house of representatives and in less taken off
Saturday between the
NO NEED TO FEAR
the train here by Johnsen Arkansas
congressman and a newspa FEARFUL EPIDEMIC
gave a vote of 32 in 1908 for dele- - '
than half an hour it was apparent & Son and
will be prepared by them
11
per correspondent, whom he had de
iiriTii
that the ullding was doomed.
gate; No. 3, Dereno, Roosevelt counto
to Cheyenne for burial.
taken
be
6.
W1K
El Paso, Tex., Feb.
WIIM .IflPfl
Outgeneraled
nounced. The house adopted a resolu
Because of the inadequacy of the
OF DREAD DISEASE ty, which is a new precinct; No. 16,
in ineir enuiis iu yietcui mo
tion offered by Representative Gardi
water pressure, the fire could not be
trance into Juarez of Colonel Rab ago
Cieneguilla, Toas county which gave
ner of Massachusetts, providing for a
reached and no aid could be rendered DEWARE OF FORGED
31
in 1908.
and three hundred federal troops from FORMER CONSUL GENERAL BEL for some time
full investigation of the incident, by FIVE HUNDRED CASES OF SMALLby the local fire com
LOWS DECLARES NIPPON
the south, the Mexican revolutionists
The
a
returns are being carefully
of the judiciary com
pany.
POX REPORTED IN VICINITY
WANTS PEACE
under General Pascual Orozco, were
POSTOFFICE ORDERS mittee.
over today by Governor Mtils,
Governor Herbert S. Hadley person
gone
OF CLAYTON
reported this morning to have retireJ
The first reading of the agrlcutural
ally directed the fight against the
Chief Justice Pope and Secretary
xuuea buulu
to saiamyuca, tweniy-nv- e
Los Angeles. Feb. 6. "There will flames, which because of the age of
in
bill
house
late
the
appropriation
and It is thought that they
Jaffa,
THOSE WHO CASH ANY BETWEEN
6.
An
Feb.
Tex.,
Dalhart,
of Juarez, there to replenish their sup- - be no war wlth japan declared Ed- - the
urgent
Saturday afternoon precipitated a bit
building rapidly gained great
will finish
this evening, perhaps,
NUMBERS
TO 12,000
11,968
plies and ammunition and to iwa" ward C. Bellows, former United States headway. The penitentiary fire de
ter exchange of words between Mr, appeal for a drastic quarantine in time to by
Governor Mills to
allow
a
outbreak
small
of
against
reinforcements.
reported
consul eeneral to JaDan in an address partment was called to the scene and
Macon and Mr. Stanley of Kentucky
WILL LOSE MONEY
in New Mexico, was made today take the eastbound limited for Wash
pox
A member of the insurrecto junta nere
a
was
followed
de
and
thla
later
by
yesterday.
the convicts worked heroically.
The governor will take a
by the local health officials to the ington.
here declares tflat tneir lorces ran out
Mr Bellows spoke in part:
The local military company was
certified copy of the constitution and
Warning has bt'en Issued by the pos nunciation of a Washington newspa state department of health.
More
per man by Mr. Macon, which nearly
of food and water, but will attacajuaTj,e recent 'confidential' report of totalled out and formed a cordon tal department
against the cashing of ended in an exchange of blows be than 600 cases are reported within a a certified statement of the returns
rez aa soon as General Orozco received Secretary Dickinson to congress; the around th building, driving specta
flfteen-mil- e
to
12,radius of Clayton, N. M. to be presented to the president
a
tween the two. Nearby congressmen,
statement of dongre88ttiiln""Hull lliat tors from dangerous places and re money- orrlers numbered 11,888
the expected reinforcements frofia
The Returns
town
near
a
the Texas and Oklahoma ,
000
for
forms
the
blank
8
inclusive,
eergeant-at-arm.and from the vitcnlty of Galena .he number of our field guns should moving records.
newspaper men and the
The following are the corrected reline.
and Casas Grandes. Colonel Alanis, be doubled; the appearance of Hob-soprevented fighting.
The records of the present house of these orders having been stolen from
turns by counties:
In the linguistic exchange between
with an insurrecto force of between
with his 'national council of de representatives were destroyed while the postoffice at Edwards, Ind. From
For Against MaJ.
County
RIOT AT COAL CAMP
five and six hundred men, was report- fense' bill the resolution bf Congress those of the senate were saved. In the circumstances of the theft it is be- the congressmen terms were employed
1417
1009
2426
Bernalillo
Salt Lake, Feb. 6. In response to Chaves
for
which
their
miles east of Juarez man McLachlan declaring that 200 the state treasurer's office more than
called
ed twenty-fiv- e
expunged
being
1377
348
1925
lieved the forms were taken by a
a call for police assistance, a special Colfax ......... 2055
000 warriors could be landed In thir1570
485
last night.
man who intends filling out the orNavtrain carrying fifty police and deputy Curry
General
But in the meantime,
519
769
250
ty days to devastate our coast, Isoders and defrauding merchants and
sheriffs, left here at noon for the Dona, Ana
405
arro's command of seven hundred fed late us from the east by blowing up NEW BRIDGE WILL
1045
1450
other persons whom he can induce M'CURDY FLIES OVER
Kenilwortl Coal mining district, a
303
953
1262
erals, which has been campaigning our mountain passes, and ever after,
Eddy
to cash them after postoffice hours.
hundred
miles south, near Helper, Grant '
is
reported
Chihuahua
around
916
City,
640
376
live peacefully and happily on our
a
21
On
of
the evening
January
HARBORAT HAVANA on the. Rio Grande railroad. A riot Guadalupe .... 942
BE BUILTBY COUNTY
611
331
these, announce
making a forced march overland to western frontier;
well dressed man of about five feet
was reported In progress at the Inde Lincoln ..'
31
549
580
irlleve the beleaguered city. Should ments coupled with hostile press comand eleven inches and weighing about
pendent Coal company's mine in which Luna
23X
302
71
Navarro succeed in getting into Jua ments, have combined to produce an- COMMISSIONERS ACT FAVORABLY 175
AVIATOR
THRILLS
AMERICAN
at
entered
the
pounds,
postoffice
one man had been killed. The labor McKinley
73
681
608
rez, the Insurrectos will have their other strong wave of unrest, whose
Edwards. The man said his name
CUBANS WITH SPECTACULAR
ON PETITION OF TAXPAYERS
s
are principally Mora
era at the mine
Navarro
for
out
cut
712
for
1397
685
them,
work
currents serve only to excite suspihimself
McNabb.
He
was
represented
ELEVEN MILES FLIGHT
OF SAN JOSE
Greeks and Japanese, and have been Otero
548
459
89
men are veterans, seasoned by hard cion and distrust of the motives of.
as "inspector of supplies" and showon a strike.
606
506
1112
Quay
campaigning. Indeed, the Mexican of peaceful and friendly neighbor."
ed a letter purporting to have been
705
836
Favorable action was taken this
Rio Arriba .... 1542
flcials are confident that the city is
Havana, Feb. 6 With practically
written by. a postal department official
comthe
of Havana lookC88
6
693
the
entire
now safe from as.sault and that
Roosevelt
population
GERMAN AVIATOR KILLED
morning by the board of county
INSTALL
TONIGHT
OFFICERS
as his credentials. The man repre1072
1139
67
campaign of the young revolutionist
The Las Vegas lodge of the Knights Sandoval
Berlin, Feb. 6. Lieutenant Stern of missioners at its regular meeting on sented to the postmaster, that owing ing on, J. A. D. McCurdy, who re645
377
268
crossed the Straits of Florida in of Pythias, will install officers for San Juan
leader will soon end in the defeat and the German military service, was in- the petition of a large number of tax- to the recent
change in money order cently
1204
1576
2780
scattering of his followers. At any stantly killed today while making a payers requesting the erection of a forms and report forms, postmasters a biplane, made a spectacular flight the coming year at its regular meet- San Miguel
2346
297
2643
from the drill grounds at ing tonight. All members of the Santa Fe
rate, Juarez, it Is now believed, will flight over the military aviation field modern bride across the Pecos river were
improperly issuing money or- yesterday
386
166
to Morro lighthouse. lodge and visiting brothers are cor- Sierra
220
Columbia
not fall into the hands of the revolu- at Doeberltz. The aeroplane dropped at San Jose- - The bridge will be on der and
Camp
the
improperly preparing
rewill
and from a height of sixty-fiv- e
and
988
747
old
Fe
for
the
trail
the
official
1735
Santa
time
round
The
tionists until some Trolonged
trip
Socorro
feet.
dially Invited to be present.
money order statements. He said he was 16
225
793
1018
Vi seconds.
Tne
Taos
place a structure which was washed had been sent to
minutes,
bloody fighting has ensued, if at all
give the postmasters
208
532
out several months ago. The bridge
was eleven miles
740
distance
estimated
Mail advices received here today,
Torrance
instructions and see that they
511
will prove of great convenience to proper
was $3,000
1067
556
for
the
Union
The
which are dated Torreon, February 3, SHEEHAN IS DEFIANT;
flight
prize
had an ample supply of all forms
SNOW AND SLEET
229
1236
1465
the merchants and many of the resi,..
Valencia
however,
the
offered
This,
city.
by
say it is reported there by passen
'
as well as to the needed in the money order business. is open to competition until Februgers that many wounded federals
RACE TO WIN dents of Las Vegas
THE
IN
The man spent some time examining
In
Febon
southern part
the
18,359
28. n
people residing
31,753 13,394
were brought into Chihuahua
STORMJN CHICAGO Totals
the
forms and supplies of the money ary
of
board
the
The
Mc
Manilla
of
ranch,
was
2.
accorded
present
Total for the constitution, 31,753.
A
county.
from
the
ruary
reception
great
When
he
left
he
shown order department.
at the Alblsu thea
Total vote against the constitution,
county commissioners has
where a fight took place with the NEW YORK SENATORIAL
CANDItook with him the money order stamp, Curdy last evening
RAIL AND WIRE TRAFFIC PARA- 13,394.
a
office
term
of
that
also
disposition
its
advices
The
say
during
rebels.
ter.
y
DATE THROWS DOWN GAUNTLYZED AS RESULT. OF SUDto do all in its power for the repair- saying it was out of repair and he
Total vote cast, 45,147.
President Alfredo Zayas was pre
Torreon, Gomez, Palacio and Lerdo
sent
a
new
was
would
one
see
LET TO ENEMIES
that
DEN WEATHER CHANGE
Total majority for the constitution,
are posted with circulars declaring
ing of roads and building of bridges.
sent and presented McCurdy with the
This is appreciated by the residents the office' by the department. After purse of $5,000 given by the city of
18,359.
the three towns would be attacked
Albany, N. Y., Feb. 6 William F. of the county, especially so as the the man had gone the theft of the Havana for his flight from Key West
Government troops Bta-1 vnrwtprda.v.
Chicago, Feb. 6. Snow and sleet
thirty-tw- o
ID. commissioners have been able to acmoney order forms from the
tloned at Jimulco, have been brought Sheehan's letter to Dr. Mathew
to
Havana.
which
last night's
accompanied
GOTCff TO WRESTLE OSMAN
Mann of Buffalo, expressing his de- complish a great deal in an econom- book was discovered. It is probable
into Torreon.
continued today to hamper
storm,
will
man
orders
fill
in
the
that
the
Sioux City, la., Feb. 6. For the
termination not to give up the fight ical way.
s
of the eletraffic. Fully
TO PLAY
TEAMS
GIRLS
small
make
for
puramounts,
large
for election to the United States senthe
in
are
first
time since his retirement sev
Other bridge petitions
Biplanes to be Used
For the third time this season the vated train service of the city could eral months ago, Frank Gotch, the
ate, was the chief topic of discussion process of formation and were ex- chases and attempt to collect the difand steam railroads
Washington,, Feb. 6. The capture among the legislators today. . Mr pected to be readyv to present to ference. The man is described as a girls' teams of the Normal and High not be operated
on
tied up. Cond- world's champion wrestler, will go
aa
were
almost
badly
basketball
San
on
of
meet
revolutionists
the
Mexican
school
will
smooth
talker.
by
a
in
match
here
mat
this
the
evening
question is not '"shall Sheehan be the commissioners this afternoon or
court Friday evening. The girls will itions grew worse as the day advanc- with Kara Osman, champion of Tura town opposite Fort Hancock, Sheehan declares the present vital tomorrow morning. One of these rethe declining temperature coatstate
to
the
was
today reported
Texas,
play a preliminary to the game be- ed,
elected?" bnt "shall this state con- quests the commissioners to construct
and Asia minor.
rails and telegraph and tele- key
the
tween the Normal and the Territorial ing
tinue a firm believer in representa- a bride across the Pecos arroyo at FATAL WRECK ON
wires with ice and bringing
University of Albuquerque. The High phone
tive government-or near the old slaughter house on
down in all directions.
'
latter
the
twice
defeated,
school
girls, though
Alamos road. Anothgovernment," he Las Vegas-Lo- s
"Representative
DEFEATED REGULAR
RIFFS
continued to grow worse BARBAROUS
storm
The
IN
SevOKLAHOMA are expecting to win the game.
FRISCO
says, "must fall when the minority er petition will ask for the construcand reports from
advanced
as
the
day
their
in
made
been
eral changes have
and not the majority rules."
'of a bridge across the Galllnaa
show it
REWARDED RY TAFT Senator Roosevelt, spokesman for tion
and the team is much stronger the country around Chicago
MURDERTRAVELERS
lineup
at the Hot Springs. This will take SPEEDING . PASSENGER
Shore
North
On
TRAIN
to
be
widespread.
season.
than at any time earlier in the
the insurgents, says Mr. Sheehan'a the place of a structure at the end
drive scorea of automobiles are stuck
PLUNGES INTO DITCH WHEN
letter will not change the situation of the boulevard which was washed
CONGRESSMAN M'KINLEY OF CALin heavy snow drifts where the own- FOUR EUROPEANS ASSASSINAT
IT HITS OBSTRUCTION
in the least and that no break in out several years ago.
'
SECOND HAND STORE SOLD
ers had to abandon them.
IFORNIA APPOINTED SURED AND DECAPITATED IN
ranks of the insurgents is looked for. The commissioners this . morning
Robert Scrutton has sold to H. B.
VEYOR OF CUSTOMS
6
custodian
Meridian
A
as
Feb.
ALGERIA
Cruz
of
the
Tulsa, Okla.,
Segura
reappointed
speeding Hubbard, preprietor
NO CHOICE IN COLORADO
FIRE IN CONSTANTINOPLE
of the court house and grounds. Se- passenger train on the St. Louis & restaurant, his second hand store on
Denver, Feb. 6. Today's ballot for gura has proven "ta painstaking as San Francisco railroad, was wrecked Railroad avenue.- It' is Mr. Scrut-ton'- s
Washington, Feb. 6 Representative
Constantinople, Feb. 6 Fire today
Paris, Feb. 6 The Riff tribes of
Duncan E. McKinley of California, tfnlted States senator was without re- well as efficient Janitor.
early today, seven miles south of
plan to go soon to California nearly
destroyed ' the Algeria are again 'giving trouble.
completely
who failed of
The commissioners' have 'consider-- , this city. One person was killed and where he will make an extended visit buildings occupied by the council of Four Europeans, traveling from Oran
today was sult. Mayor Speer received 25 votes
'
Mr. Btate,
nominated by President Taft to be and Adams 18. The republicans di- able business to transact and may a number injured. A piece of iron and may locate ipermanentl&r.
ministry of the Interior and the Algeria to Melillae, were assassinated
not be able to complete their delib- dropped on the rails by the preceding Hubbard will continue to run the prime minister. Part of the archives and decapitated by Riff tribesmen on
surveyor of customs for the District vided their votes among several
of San Francisco.
erations before noon tomorrow.
store.
train, caused the derailment.
were saved.
January 29.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, .MONDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 1911
manifested a 'great ambiton to suc
and discretion
ceed, his judgment
were always the best, and he had a
very large fund of prudence in his
makeup. He ceased the practice of
law when he was elected a delegate
to congrss, but he was always
to politics, and his ambition
led him. to seek preferment in that
Una. Upon his
connecting himself
with business In West Virginia, he
AND BAR OF NEW MEX made that state his residence and enBENCH
SESSION WHICH CONVENED TOtered the field of politics here. While
ICO EXPRESS DEEP REGRET
DAY EXPECTED TO BE MOST
he was a member of the republican
IN MEMORIAL ADOPTED
MOMENTOUS IN HISTORY
national committee he was made
Santa Fe, N. M Feb. 6. In the New chairman of th executive committee
London, Feb. 6. The royal standard
and managed the campaign on behalf
Mexico
supreme court last Satur- of James G. Blaine as the republican
and the union jack of old England tug-e- d
day the committee appointed on an candidate for president in 1884, and
and tore in the brisk wind from
earlier day by the court, to give always claimed Blaine really carried
the spires of the houses of parliament
this morning, a silent token of the
proper expression to the sentiment the state of New York, and had been
fact that the day designated for the
of both bench and bar upon the death actually elected aa president, but had
arhad
of
of United Statea Senator Stephen B. been defrauded In the count of the
.reassembling
parliament
York. He
rived. The usual crowds began to asElkins, of West Virginia, and which votes In the city of New
received
a
congratulation
flattering
two
semble outside the gate of Westminof
consisted
committee
on the splendid man
ster Paalce yard at an early hour, and
ney generals, Thomas B. Catron and from Mr. Blaine
ner
which
in
the
campaign had been
noon
several thousand people were
by
George W. Prichard, with the present
conducted
his
under
leadership.
masses about the outer entrances to
W.
Frank
Clancy,
attorney general,
In 1891 he was, on the suggestion
the legislative chamber. The crowds
presented the following report:
Mr. Blaine, and the urgent soliciwhich lined the route from Bucking
Stephen B. Elkins was born at of
ham palace to Westminster, to view
Zanesville, Ohio, September 26, 1841. tation of President Harrison, appointthe royal procession, also were unIn his early infancy hla father and ed secretary of war, which place he
admother moved with him to Westport, held until the end of Harrison's
usually large. Guardsmen, assisted
4,' 1893.
1895
In
March
ministration,
now a part of Kansas City, Missouri,
by hundreds of polioe, kept the spectators back; but they had little to do.
where be was reared to manhood. His he was elected and entered on , the
duties of U. S. senator from West Vir
In view of the stirring national is
primary education was In the public
to whicn position he was twice
ginia
a
clerk
was
sues with which the speech from the
a
while
boy,
schools. He,
Ghrone was bound to deal the picturIn a mercantile Jiouse at Westport. At thereafter elected to succeed himself
the age of fifteen he entered the fresh- and continued to hold that office from
esque ceremony in the house of lords
was never attended with more glamor
man class at Mosinio college, in Lex- the date of his first election until the
time of his death; January 5th, of
and splendor. The ceremony was in
ington, Missouri, where he remained
Xa a senator he looked
strict accordance with precedent. The
two and a half years, and then went this year,
first
the welfare of his state,
after
to the Missouri university entering
procession to the chamber was of the
was
he
attentive to his duties'
on
always
and
same character as on similar occagraduating
the junior class
in close touch with the busi
and
reached
kept
had
he
sions in the past, and within was seen
before
1860,
4th,
July
He was the ness of the senate; he served on many
the same state pageantry, historic
twenty years of age.
In Harrlson-ville- , committees of Importance and early
school
and
forms.
revival
of
anc'ent
the
of
head
dresses,
public
an able, reliable and use
After robing. King George and Queen
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intercollegiate basket and commenced to develop them, and thing to be done which was a detri
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It is more widely and successfully ball contest at Ithaca, N. Y.
build railroads with which to remove ment to New Mexico or her people.
used than any other remedy. It has
intercollegiate the output. This business grew and He was as true and loyal to U3 as he
cured thousands of women who have
been troubled with displacements, in- hockey contest at New York.
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intercollegiate
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(Continued on Page Six)

PARLIAMENT IS
REASSEMBLED
WITHPOMP

liament. It has, moreover, not only
a majority sufficient to enable it to do
so, but also a majority requiring it to
do so.
How far the government will be able
to get with its program is a matter of
much speculation. It is hoped that all
contentious measures, if not all the
business of the session, will be disposed of before the coronation, which
is to take place the latter part of
June. But to do that wi'l require an
extraordinary expedition of business.
There will necessarily be a debate on
the address, lasting two or three days.
Immediately thereafter the govern
ment intends to introduce its bill for
the abolition of the veto power of the
lords. In addition to this there are
several other important matters that
will require much time.
The manner in which the anti-vetbill will be dealt with Is already a sub.
iect of keen discussion. Before the
election it was declared by the highest
goevrnment authorities that the bill
must be passed letter perfect, without
the slightest amendment. That declaration served as good campaign
material, but whether It will be strict
ly adh red to is doubtful. It is regarded as more than likely that a
spirit of concession and compromise
will prevail.
But eV' n If a comprom'se on the
anti-vetbill la promptly effected the
session Is bound to be epoch making
It
in the history of Westminster.
will almost certainly mark the passing
away of purely hereditary privilege in
British lawmaking, the reconstitution
of the upper chamber either in actual
composition or In essential functions,
and the readjustment of relations between the houses.
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IN NEW MEXIOO

ONL Y EXCLUSIVE JOBBERS

In the line of the new ideas in rail
road development some, of the larger
railway systems of the country are
establishing schools of instruction
for their employes and already the in
novation has more than proved its
worth. The Santa Fe about three
years ago established one of the first
schools for machinists and other shop
apprentices. This has proved a dis
tinct success and already many of the
graduates are among the best mechanics on the system.
The New York Central, the Pennsylvania and the Union Pacific probably
have gone as far as any of the other
roads in this movement. Organized
schools have been perfected on all
these lines where any employe may
study any line of railway development
he may desire. The Instruction
is
given by correspondence, so it makes
no difference whether the student- is
in the general offices at Chicago or
at a flag station in Mexico.
The Union Pacific has courses In
signaling,
engineering, mechanical
drawing, mechanics, electricity, rail-daaccounting, operating systems,
shop work, machine motor construction
and opera.tion, and special instruction
is given in any branch of railroad
work upon request. Every employe of
the company has the privilege of the
school without expense. The men
who take the courses generally have
the prference In promotions and In
every way the incentive Is held out to
the employes to strive tp be better
railroad men.
It la said that the New York Central,, when the school of that road
was first put Into use, did not give
preference to those who took the
course, but within a very few years it
was found that the men trained in
the company's schools were .far more
experienced than college trained men,
and the rule was established to give
preference to the home trained men.
The Union Pacific has found that
those who are keen enough to take
advantage of the course offered by the
company generally are worth helping
to all they seek. They seldom fall to
show a natural aptitude for the work.
A marked difference between
the
railroad companies and the United
States civil service is shown in the
matter of taking men into the service
if they have relatives already em
ployed. The United States government seems afraid if any members of
the same family are taken into the
service there will be complaint that
the patronage will not go around. The
best recommendation a man can have
in seeking a railroad position is to
have some member of his family already giving good service.
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COMPLETE DEPARTMENTS

SIX

Groceries, Hardware,

Dry'nGood.

HAIL ORDERS

Stoves, Vehicles

Implements.

"tiESSt.

3HOUSES- -3
SANTA ROSA

ALBUQUERQUE,

LAS VEGAS,

23

NSUR E
1

-

1

eri

Prompt

y

PUBLISH!

OPTIC

Retail

COMPANY

Prices.

2,000 lbs., or more, each delivery, 20c
1,000 Ids., to 2,000 lbs., each delivery,
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery,
60 Iba., to 200 lbs, each delivery
Leu than 60 Iba., each delivery,

per 100 lbs.
25c per HO lbs.
30c per 100 lbs.
40c per 100 lbs.
60o per 100 Iba.

AGUA PURA COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the purity and
lasting qualities of which have made Las Vegas famous. Office T01
Douglas Avenue.

GROSS, IfELL

Y &

CO

.

(Incoporatod)

WHOLESALE MERCHANTS
and Dealers In
WOOL, HIDES and PELTS

PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
PAZO OINTMENT is guaranteed to
cure any case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or Protruding Piles In 6 to 14
days or money refunded. 50c.

Houses at East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque, tf. M.,
Tucumcari, N. M., Pecos, N. M., Logan, N. M.,
Trinidad, Colorado.

Foley Kidney Pills are a reliable
remedy for backache, rheumatism and
urinary irregularities. They are tonic
in action, quick in results and afford
a prompt relief from all kidney disorders. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Co.

BAIN WAGOftS,
Racine-Satllo-

y

the Best Farm

Wagons made

Oo., Vehicles, Navajo Blankets

"Cadet"

"Cadet"

Scientific Stockings

Strong Points

at 25c

Nneezlwon't

wear through.
proof against the grind of
wear.
Toe:
no seams.
Wells very elastic.
on and off easily.'
That is why the linen - spliced

Heels

Best value ever.
Knees, heel and toes of stoutest
Irish linen.
Service guaranteed on every
pair.
Try them once and stop mending for good and all.

hand-finishe-

d,

Instep:

"Oadet" Stockings

best

FOR

25o

BOYSAD GIRLS

LIGHT, MEDIUM AND HEAVY WEIGHT

25c Pair.

a

e

MtS.

E

Order from Optic Publishing Company and
you will get WHAT
you want WHEJST you.
want it.
Service is what counts.

'

Yale-Corne- lf

.

n,

BBffeBeO

WHOLESALE DEALERS-

TRADE

y

Cornell-Columbi-

(SBdSitrBeo

CdTABLkSHED

1862

Mk

are the

hosiery you can buy.
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TOO INDUSTRIOUS
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not
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spread.
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for
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the Importation
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actually
new books:,
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as a fact a simple fact, yet
related
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complex, too. In its significances. The
history and wandering course ot the
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ix Montha
contracts
1,00 $1,000,000, to make mail
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A0vertiaers are guaranteed, the with American-built- ships
sailing
largest daily and weekly circulation between American porta and Austraof any newspaper in northeastern New lia and eastern Asia, and also beMexico.
tween American ports and ports of
South America south of the equator.
COLORADO TELEPHONE
The ratee authorized for what are
Business Office
Main i. termed second class ships are the
Editorial Rooms
Main 2 same which are now paid to a few
Main 2 first class ships on the Atlantic under
Society Editor
an old law $4 a mile on the outward
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voyage.
The reason for giving this advant. AKE WE STILL UAKBAH-1ANS- ? age to ships on the new routes is
that traffic existing and likely to be
developed on these new routes during
'Far be it from us to undertake the the life of the contract would not
justify, in addition to the mail con
job of. telling the whole world bow
tract, building and operating what
to eonduct itself, but every now and are considered first class
ships on
then something happens to remind us the Atlantic.
bow lax the fool killer is becoming.
The second class ships, however,
Once in a while we see things that would be adequate for auxiliary serIndicate a streak of barbarianism still vice In the navy, but not for scout
existing in the human
ships. The third class ships, to which
the little czarovitch of $2 per mile is to be paid, would be
Russia sent to the baby emperor of useful for minor naval service in
China a toy railroad costing $25,000. time of war. These ships are to be
This child of royal blood, in real- built according to certain requireity, had nothing to do with it, but ments, and to be available for govthe costly toy was sent in his name. ernment service when needed.
The opposition which this common-sens- e
He is not to blame, but his elders
measure has met is a curious
should-bheld
responsible. They
know of the grinding poverty under instance of popular misapprehension
which both Russia and China are and prejudice which it has bean imstruggling. They must have known possible to remove, or even ' to
at the time of the millions suffering abate.
The parts of the United
States
for the necessaries of life, and still
they sent the toy that cost that en- which will be most benefited by the
service are those in which production
ormous sum.
This shows that there are still is greatest, whether of food and raw
heartless barbarians In the world materials, or of manufactures.
Unquestionably thoBe are in the
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tram
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of
stage
primitive
They
ple on the weak and helpless. It is in the Mississippi valley that all
may be true that the world is grow the opposition centers.
Nine-tenth-s
of the people Imagine,
ing better all the time, nut it is only
and
cannot be induced to believe
in spots that the growth is notice
otherwise, that this law is mainly for
able.
the benefit of ship builders and ship
owners.
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such efforts as have been made for
ing.
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1911
meant
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What has this year
you? Hare you learned a lesson in favor this bill, is markets in and
commerce with ports in undeveloped
thrift since January 1?
Thrift is one ot those virtues es- countries which we have not now,
sential to success; without it, you and shall never get, except by regular mall steamship service, whose
cannot succeed.
by
This whole life depends for its suc- early years must be sustained
cess upon thrift, economy, conserva- payments for mall service In excess
tion the saving of time, money, en- of what would be earned at the regu
lar pound rate of compensation.
ergy.
And those most concerned ai
Saving is merely another word for those who have the
largest surpluses
practlcalizing.
and the most money for pii
sell,
To save time, money and energy
chases. Of course, to the extent tnat
tneana merely to put these things
It reaches, it will be a benefit to ship
time, money and energy to tin? best builders, including employers and
practical use.
v
workmen.
This Is the keynote of success.
The bill now goes to the house.
It makes one independent, maKes What chance it has there probably
him conscious of the real purpose of
depends on the disposition of the inlife and keeps him always in trim for surgents and the action of the com'
each day's duties.
mittee on rules. Similar bills have
passed the house In previous con
gresses
only to be lost in the sen
THE POTATO
ate.
o

nine-tenth-

That ingratitude which the animal
kingdom sometimes shows to the
vegetable world is again revealed in
the treatment the French government
has recently accorded to the American potato. Importation of the hum
ble "spud" had been forbidden for
many years. '
Yet the potato first hid its modest
head in American soil; and, if the
interdiction bad always been, France
would never have developed one of
its noblest and most satisfying arts
that ot the "French frying" process.
Thus from the potato may one illumine io political and social economy.
When special privilege demands its
tariffs, consider the lesson ot the
tuber. Against agrarian restriction
this lowly but persistent vegetable
has made its 'way.. In a material,
useful pursuit of happiness of others
It has demonstrated the interdependences of nations. "Only the poor
love the poor," sings Maurice Hewlett, and 60, ministering s chiefly to
the" oppressed of irejand.the potato
has, bestowed Its benefaqtloc upon I

PLAGUE

VICTIMS BURNED

Harbin, Manchuria, Feb. 5. Al
ready nearly 6,000 bodies of victims
of the plague have been burned or
buried in the outskirts of Harbin.
Forty-eigh- t
hundreds of these came
from the Chinese town, and a thou
sand from the Russian quarter. Yes
terday Bixteen stacks of coffins and
seven pits, filled with bodies and oiled
logs blazed outside the town. The
mortality among the physicians and
the hospital attendants is high, considering the means taken for their protection, and doctors, nurses, and orderlies, are succumbjng to the disease. The sanitary authorities hope
soon to test serum of their own manufacture from the Manchuria bacilft, as
the foreign Importations have proved
ineffective.
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ber Shall IVary Belong?

Shall the coveted "thanks of con tary of War Stanton asking Mm
gress' be bestowed upon Robert R if' he would i andertake 5 to preo
vent the confederate
teamer
Peary?
Shall the man generally credited as
from escaping out of Nor- the discoverer of the North Pole thus folk harbor. ThA rnmmnrtnre insvAr.
be elevated to the loftiest pedestal oy teiegrapn tnat ne would come to
upon which the American people, Washington'"1 nexfday, and1' aVrivIng
through their federal legislators, can there, he had his first meeting with
place him?
Stanton, who took him over to the
The question is one of far greater White House to see Lincoln. And
weight and vexation than the public the outcome of this interview was
suspects. Indeed, doubtless very few that he offered Lincoln the Vanderreaders of the current news have tak bllt which, hd said, if properly manen any cognizance whatever of the ned, would e'ther keep the Merrimac
fact .that the house naval committee's bottled up in Hampton Roads or sink
bill promoting Peary to the rank or her. If she ventured out
emoluments of a rear admiral on the
Lincoln asked the commodore to
retired list carries with it this honor name the sum for which he would
"thanks of congress." undertake the service.
of honors-rt- he
What knighthood is to the Britisher
"Nothing w 11 induce me, sir, to beand the grand cordon of the Legion of come a speculator upon the necessities
Honor is to the Frenchman, the dis of my country," said the commodore.
tinction of having received the thanks "I make a gift of her to the governof congress is to the American.
ment for the services proposed." Ana
was oft Fortress Monroe, on
Si
in
of
the
the
Seats
May
Mighty the ship
In the hall of the house of repre time, in three or four days.
Three years later congress similarsentatives, the great conclave cham
ber of the nation, men who .have. re- ly thanked George Peabody, the noted
ceived the thanks of congress are al philanthropist, "for his great and peculiar beneficence in giving a large
ways entitled to share the seats of
milthe mighty along with the president, sum ot money, amounting to two
edulion
for
the
of
dollars,
promotion
cabinet, supreme court and other high
functionaries of state there gathered cation in the more destitute of the
southern and southwestern states."
together upon ceremonial occasions of
born in 1795, began clerking
Even
and
great formality
up Peabody,
import.
In
a
store
in DanverSj Mass., when
on workaday occasions the privileges
11 and grew to build up the largof the floor at tbe house are extended only
to men who have been voted the na est dry goods business In his generation's gratitude. Thus, if the Peary tion. Although settling in London as
a broker In 1837 he from there sent
promotion bill, now before congress,
to found the Peabody instimoney
becomes law the famous Arctic exmuseums scattered over this
and
tutes
arto
entitled
will
be
pass the
plorer
The large donation for the
country.
doorkeepers whenever the
of education in the south
promotion
house is in session, and chat with
members upon the floor, or within the was increased in 1869 to three and
inner" rooms leading thereto. It is one half million dollars. He spent
never in order for. the speaker even millions on other philanthropies here
to entertain a request for the sus and contributed two and a half million dollars for the building of model
pension of this privilege, nor can it
Lonbe laid aside by unanimous consent lodging houses for the poor of
don.,
of the house Itself. Only through of
Offered Peerage by Victoria
ficial connection with the government
can others gain the same privilege.
Queen Victoria offered to make him
A seat upon the floor of the senate a peer of England in 1867, but he deduring inaugural ceremonies will also clined. Then she presented him with
be accorded to Captain Peary if the a portrait of herself which now hangs
pending bill passes, although it is in the Institute at Peabody, Mass. He
questionable whether the same privil died a bachelor in 1869 and was the
ege would be granted him If he were first private citizen of a. foreign couna civilian. , Senate ., precedents eem try to be honored by burial in Westto limit this inaugural privilege to minster Abbey, but with ' true Ameriofficers of the army and navy, who, can spirit and also in order to carry
by name, have received the thanks of out hie wishes his relatives had his
congress. But on no occasions other remains removed to Massachusetts, to
than the installation of a new admin lie beside those of his mother. The
istration is the privilege of the sen Monarch, the first frigate ofthe British
ate floor extended even to military of- navy, carried his body across the
ficers thus honored. The senate, in Atlantic, and it waa received by an
recent times, at least has extenaea American squadron, commanded by
the floor privileges to but one Ameri- Farragut. Gladstone's tribute to him
can outside the government establish- was that he taught the world how a
ment George Bancroft, the historian. man might be the master of his fortune and not Its slave.
Washington First of the Legion
Two Inventors on the Roll
What makes the honor of receiving
c
For 'aying the
cable
the nation's thanks all the greater is
Morse
himself
vote
the
of thanks in
got
prized
the fact that Washington
heads the list of those who have re 1865. In only two other cases has it
ceived it. The Connecticut congress been conferred for services performed
conferred the distinction upon him by otherwise than by force of arms.
vote In 1776, in recogntion of his having effected the Britten evacuation of
Boston.
Since then about forty names have
been added to the roll of the immortals the great heroes of the revolu'Tri-poltion, of the engagements against
of the war of 1812 and of the
Mexican and Civil wars and a few- men who earned the same laurels by
deeds performed' outside the theater
of war.
This honor legion is now reduced
to a single living member George
Dewey, hero' of Manila Bay. No other
war was
hero of the Spanish-America- n
thus Bignally honored. The bitterness
of the Samson-Schlecontroversy
blocked all efforts to extend the disr
.ih.-'"i
U!i.
j'',i
tinction to any of the heroes of the
Santiago campaign. A similar wrangle occurred some years before, when
efforts were made to have congress
express its gratitude to Captain (now
Rear Admiral) Schley for his relief of
the Greeley expedition that so long
faced starvation while locked in the
Mer-rima-

,

gus-eye- d

trans-Atlanti-

'

-

"For distinguished service in the
line of his profession, improvements
v ordnance and zealous and efficient
labors In the ordnance brancn of the
sfervice" Capt John Adolph Dahlgren
received such a formal expression of
the nation's gratitude In 1863.
While an ordnance officer and later
chief of ordnance of the navy he Invented the style of cannon known by
bis name, which for so many years
constituted the naval armament of our
warsh'ps. These were iron guns cast
solid and cooled from the outside.
He also introduced boat howitzers
with Iron carriages. He was born In
Philadelphia while his father was the
Swedish consul there In 1809. : He
fought as a rear admiral during, the
Civil War.
A Reward for a Qreat Rescue
For rescuing a battalion of marines
on board the steam transport Gover
nor, which was wrecked in a gale November 1, 1861, and also for rescuing
the
ship Vermont, disabled in a gale February, 1864, Commo
dore Cadwallader Ringgold of. the
navy, received the thanks of congress
In 1864.
lo mention the war heroes who
have received this distinction would
be but to reproduce a long list of
names and to digest a long series of
exploits, which you already know by

heart.

lias been in force for over two years and
satisfaction Our
prices the lowest possible for cash 10
per cent off for cash, think of your saving.
has

universal

given

AT

TAUPERT'S

MARKET

TODAY'S COMPLETE

REPORTS

strong to 10 cents higher. Native
steers, $5. 25 6. 50; southern steers,
Call money, 2
2
2
per cent Prime mercantile $4.755.90; southern cows, $3.25
2
paper
per cent Mexloan dol- 4.75; native cows and heifers,' $3.25
6; stockers and feeders,
$4.50
lars 45. Amalgamated 66
Sugar
119
Great North- 5.80; bulls, $45.25; calves, $4.50
Atchison, 106
steers, $56; western
New York Central 8; western
ern, pfd. 129
113
cows, $3. 25 5.
Northern Pacific 126
Hogs 9,000. Market
steady to
Reading 160 3,8. Southern Pacific 120
Steel 81 strong. Bulk,
Union Pacific 180
$7.557.70; heavy,
','
119
$7. 507. 60; packers and butchers,
pfd.
$7.557.65; light, $7.607.70.
flETAL .,
Sheep 15,000. Market steady to
New York, Feb. 6- - Lead. Market weak. Muttons, $3. 50 4. 30; Iambs,
dull, $4.404.50. Standard copper, $5.255.90; fed wethers and yearewes,
nings, $4"5.25; fed western
steady. Spot and March $12.00
$12.20. Silver 51
$3.604.

nONEY AND STOCKS

New York, Feb. 6.
1--

44

1--

1--

1-- 4.

1--

5--

,1--

3--

ex-di-

,

3--

Some time ago, In reporting upon an
'
application for this honor, made on
O L
behalf of one of our naval offlcera, the
St. Louis, Feb. 6. Wool Market
house committee on naval affairs made
unchanged. Territory and western
this statement in its report:
mediums, 1922; fine mediums, 16
"A vote of thanks from congress Is
18; fine, 1213.
the highest reward which any Ameri
can naval officer can hope to receive
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
for the most eminent services or the
Chicago, Feb. 6. Wheat, May, 95
most extraordinary heroism."
Corn, May, 50; July,
July, 93
51. Oats, May, 32 4
July, 32
July
Pork, May, $18.27
$17.65. Lard,
May, $9.80;
July
SEWER BOOSTERS
$9.67
Ribs, May, $9.82
July,

CHICAGO LIVESTOCK

17,000.
Chicago, Feb. 6. Cattle,
Market 10 cents higher. Beeves, $4.85
at 6.80; Texas steers, $45; western sters, $4. 30 6. 50; stockers and
feeders, $3.755.75; cows and heifers, $2.605.55; calves, $6.608.
5
cents
Market
Hogs 31,000.
higher.
Light, $7. 55 7. 85; mixed,
$7.407.80; heavy,
$7.107.65;
rough, $7.107.30; good to choice
$7.60
heavy, $7.307.65; pigs,
7.95; bulk, $7.507.80.
$9.57
Sheep 18,000. Market strong. Na
$2.25
tive, $2.504.30; western,
KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK
Kansas City, Feb. 6. Gattle, 10,000, 4.30; yearlings, $4.405.50; lambs,
including 600 southerns. Market Is native, $4.256.10.
1--

1--

DR. J. M. CUNNINGHAM.
S. B. DAVIS, JR.
E. G. MURPHEY.
A. M. ADLER.
J. C. JOHNSEN.
C. V. HEDGCOCK.
BEN LEWIS.
DR. H. W, HEYMANN.
DR. F. H. CRAIL.
W. J. FUGATE.
R. F HAYS.
CHARLES GREENCLAY.
O. L. GREGORY.
DR. E. L. HAMMOND.
F. O. BLOOD.
FRED WESTERMAN.
SIMON BACHARACH.
ISAAC BACHARACH.

'

.

HERMAN ILFELD.
J. S. DUNCAN, SR.

.
DAN STERN.
D. T. HOSKINS.
DR. C. S. LOSEY.
DR. ,W. R. TIPTON.
B. F. FORSYTHE.
DR. W. P. MILLS.
W. N. ROSENTHAL.
GEORGE H. HUNKER.
W. J. BENJAMIN.

"

PADGETT.
SMITH.
ROBBINS.
CLARENCE IDEN.
CECILIO ROSENWALD.
FRANK SPRINGER.
C. H. SPORLEDER.
C. D. BOUCHER.

M. M.
H. C.
C. C.

E. V. LONG.
T. W. HAYWARD:
L K. LEWIS.
W.G. HAYDON.
R. J. TAUPERT.
HENRY G. COORS.
W. J. LUCAS.
JOHN S. CLARK.

.

M. N. CHAFIN.
F. J. GEHRING.
INVESTMEN AND AGENCY CORPORATION.
MUTUAL IMPROVEMENT COM-

PANY.

M.

A. FLEMING.

GEORGE

JAKE STERN.

LUDWIG WILLIAM ILFELD,
GUS LEHMANN.
j
HARRY W. KELLY.
F. H. PIERCE.
FLECK ESTATE.

FRED NOLETTE,
COLONEL R. E. TWITCHEL,
E. W. HART.
CHARLES TAMME.

v-

La Grippe Coughs
Strain and weaken the system and
if not checked may develop into pneumonia. No danger of this when Foley's Honey and Tar is taken promptly.
It is a reliable family medicine for all
coughs and colds, and acts quickly and
effectively in cases of croup. Refuse
subsititues. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Co.

-

GREENBERGER.

SIG NAHM.
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AllDIS CRZAT.
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FIRST AID YOU'LL

MIR DRESSING

Store of Qualitv

HABAMRft

Las Vegas,

US

FOR DRCSS VieCCSSORICS.

No matter how generous nature has been
if you
good dresser you'll want to aid her.
Stle
So
aids here, every woman may look her best.many kindly
Let
our
skilled
sales ladies make suggestions.

Darners, Croket- - Cotton, EmCotton,
broidery
Tracing
Wheels, Thimbles, Scissors,
Hair Nets, Brushes, Combs,
Safety Pins, Hooks and Eyes,
Cube Pins, Chamois Skins,
Collar Stays, Hair Pins, Side
Combs, Tooth Brushes, Crochet Needles, Silk Seam Binding, Buttons, etc., etc.

u

TOILET ftARK THE
.VOAj
TO BUY LITTLE THIrtGS DOES A0T TKE
AUCH AOrtEY, BUT THEY FILL BIG
Ii VOMrt'S DRESS.
DO YOU tiOT ZiEED A AEV C0AB FOR
YOUR MIR, PWS TOR
YOUR MTS, GLOVES "TO MTCH
AECKTIES, RMDKERCHIEFS
tiUSL
RAM LITTltC TNIrtCS? OUR SUPPLY OF LITTLE

Actio Ice.

Voted to Three Civilians
The first civilian to be voted this
distinction was Cornelius Vanderbllt,
known as the "commodore." He re
ceived the thanks of congress and a
gold national medal in 1862 for pre
seating his steamship Vanderbllt to
the government. He had just built
this handsome steamship of five thon
sand tons, as he said, to demonstrate
that individual enterprise could, with
out the aid of government encouragement, place upon the ocean steamsips equal,, at least in magnitude,
power and speed, to any which had
been constructed under government
Wlgg"I believe there are still op- patronage and protection In any part
portunities for young men In the oi me wona."..ite spent a&out one
stock market" Wagg'Tes, but It's million dollars on her and she broke
a mighty dangerous place to look for the
record. Tri ' March'.
them."'
1862, herelved "a'ietteV;'fromf;,Secre- .roc ori; so a
.

I

n.m:

LACES
German and French
Vals, Imitation
and
Real Linen Torchons,
Allovers with Baby Irish
and Oriental Effects.

.EMBROIDERIES
' Swiss,

Cambric.Nain-sook-

,

and Hamberg, All
overs, Bandicgs. Edges.
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THE APPROACH

1,

"OF WINTE- R-

W. M. Peterson

Cold mornings and

nights

means colds, and colds mean

that disagreeable feeling"
that makes life miserable:
to

obviate which the

-

A.D.S.
COLD

--

of San Marclal

U

A- - T.
Rogers, Jr., went
Santa Fe on legal business. today

-

CO.

Phone Main 3

EXCITING
V

nT;--ti4ii?bi5ijj
L

THAN

HAIR

W. Clark.

asslstanUJntted
left this afternoon

"

beeF
PORK
MUTTON
VEAL
CHICKENS
HAMS AND
BACON

JOHN. A. PAPEN
PHONE

144 AND 145.

THIEF

T

STUFFED

MfpSS
The
French
$30,.

Edge, 60 lb.

Mattress
For $18.50

THE

JAIL PRISONER
A HORSE

I

BUILT

States attorney,
for Santa Fe.
Thos. X. Keaveny is home from a
trip on, the road. He will spend a
few days resting up,
J. D. Hand and his guest, J. R.
Piatt of Giilfport, Miss., were in from
Los Alamos yesterday.
Sandy McMillan, who is. employed
by the Coors Lumber company, has
gone to Farmlngton on a business
trip.
Mrs. Hunter of Las Vegas, who had
been visiting relatives In El Paso for
several weeks, returned home this
afternoon.
Max Nordhaus returned Saturday
Delivered, During
eevnlng frdm Santa Fe where he had
February
been on a business trip for the Chas
Ilfeld company.
Mrs. Hiatt, who had been here for
The Regular 45 lb.
several months visiting
her
son,
Adrian Hiatt, has returned to her
home in Franklin, Neb.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerson Gurdorf
of
Taos, were here yesterday as guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Max Nordhaus. Mr.
Gusdorf Is a prominent merchant of
Taos.
Don Eugenio Romero came in Sat
urday evening from Estancla. Today
he was present at a meeting of the
Las Vegas grant board of Which he
is a member.
Mrs. Henry Green, formerly of Las
Vegas, but now of Massachusetts, is
here on. a visit The Greens lived
here several years ago, having come
here for Mr. Green's health.
Mrs.
Green still has considerable property
in this city."
J. O. EUedge, cashier in the Santa
Fe freight house, and Mrs. Elledge,
will leave Wednesday for a vacation
trip to Fort Worth and San Antonio
Tex.
During Mr. Elledge's absence,
Harry Haskell will relievo him In the
Opposite Y. M. C. A., E. Las Vegas
freight house. A. J. Atkins, night tip.
ket seller, will replace Mr. Haskell as
day man at the ticket window.
!

WE HAVE A
NICE LINE OF
FRESH MEAT

ROSENTHAL

LAS VEGAS COUPLE
LESLIE GOODWIN CONFESSES HE I. O. O. F. GRAND MASTER HERE
Frank Talmadge of Hagorman,
IS THE MUCH WANTED
grand master of the Independent ,Or- BELL
LESLIE
der of Odd Fellows in New Mexico,
Is in the city. Tonight he will in
After having served nearly a month spect the local lodge of the order, be
on a sentence of sixty days for carry ing guest of honor at the regular meet
of that organization. The Odd
ing deadly weapons, a man "who told ing
are planning to turn out in
Fellows
the officers at the time of his arrest
force to attend the meeting and give
that his name was Leslie Goodwin, Mr. Talmadge a cordial reception,
has confessed to Sheriff Secundlno Ro
mero that he is Leslie Bell. Bell is
RUSHING WORK ON ROAD
under indictment in this county for
been
Good
headway is being made in the
stealing horses, the theft having
committed about a year ago. Sheriff construction of the new Mora highesRomero was in the possession of a way by the convict camp recently
to
he
according
near
when
and
tablished
Bell
Sapello,
good description of
came Into Las Vegas about four weeks G. C. Price, engineer in charge. Mr.
with as
ago the sheriff nabbed him. Bell was Price believes In doing things
and
be ia
as
was
He
little
revolver.
possible
a
delay
big
carrying
at
convicts
speed.
top
the
the
of
a
peace
working
before
justice
brought
and sentenced for carrying a gun.
chorifp Romero was certain that he
REVOLUTIONISTS
would be abl to identify the man as
con
been
had
sentence
Bell before the
Continued from Page One)
miM Hla luderment proved to be
correct.
Several months ago a number of ango. and bs threatening the merhorses disappeared from the home of chants of that place had forced jthem
Baca at Pino. The sheriff and to pay a bounty of eight hundred dolaim
numbering
his deputies made an investigation lars. The insurrectos,
to about eighty men,1 went toward Culia-can- .
They traced the missing animals
Governor Redo, of SInaloa, has
Montoya where they had been sold by
the thieves, whose Identity was learn sent a hundred trooups to meet them.
ana
ed, the men being Charles F. Bell
v Pack Train
Se(nt to Front
Leslie Bell. The latter disappeared
was
Junction City, Kan., Feb. 6. Pack
captured.
although the other man
Tslla went up into Colorado and train No. 1, of the United States
Nebraska and remained out of Bight army, reeclved orders last night to
to
of the officers, only returning to New proceed at dnce from Fort Riley
Mavim a. short time ago. He is said Nogales, Ariz-- , and it left on a special
to have wealthy relatives in Missouri train this morning for the frontier
Arizona town.
aim is cii
watchfulness
and
to
the
ability
credit
i,7
of Sheriff Romero.
Pneumonia Follows a Cold
the use of Foley's
But never follows
Tax-- ,
checks the
which
and
Honey
Rye,
Finch's Golden Wedding
cold. M. Stock-welthe
and
expels
cough
i
th wnod. Direct from distillery
Hannibal, Mo., says, "It beats all
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
the remedies I ever used. I contracted a bad cold and cough and was
threatened with pneumonia. One bot- v
mora
pleased
ia
man
The average
of Foley's Honey and Tar
Vita name In a tle
cured me." No opiates. Just
IO w auio w
a reliable household medicine. O. G.
newspaper mn on a check.
Schaefer and1 Red Cross

MARRIED
ON

8T.

50

VALENTINE'S

AND MRS- -

,

J.

YEARS
DAY,

O. WOOD

MR.

WILL

CELEBRATE

On St Valentine's day, a week
from tomorrow, Mr. and Mrs. J. O.
Wood, pioneer residents of Las Ve
gas, will celebrate the fiftieth anni
versary of their marriage. .On the
day following, Mr. Wood will celebrate his eightieth birthday. In the
early, stirring days when Indians
roamed the plains and
hardships
stared the pioneers in the face on
every side, Mr. Wood left the home
of his youth in the green mountain
state of Vermont and journeyed to
New Mexico. It was in 1858 that he
reached New Mexico, after a long
and arduous journey over the old San
ta Fe trail. For some time Mr.
Union and
Wood resided at Fort
later came to Las Vegas- In 1861 Mr. Wood returned to Vermont and was married on February
14 of that year. He and his bride returned to New Mexico, traveling the
oid trail on their honeymoon journey,
and located in Las Vegas. Here they
have lived ever since. With the other pioneers, many of whom have
completed their task and been gathered to their fathers, they laid the
foundation for the present beautiful
little city of Las Vegas. Ever faithful to their duties and full of faith
in Las Vegas and New Mexico they
have won the love and respect of
the people who have been their
friends and neighbors for years.
to
reared
Mr. and Mrs. Wood
manhood and womanhood a large
family. Two of their children, W. 0.
Wood and Mrs. George Dice, reside
In Las Vegas. Mr. Wood is a prominent Mason- Las Vegas extends to Mr. and Mrs.
Wood congratulations on the approaching anniversary of their golden
wedding with the hope that they may
be spared to live to a most happy;
old age in the city they elected as
THREE NEW POSTMASTERS
their home in youth and middle age.
Announcement has been made by
the postal department of the apNOTICE TO STOCKHOLDERS
pointment of three new postmasters
The annual meeting of the stockfor New Mexico omces as nonowo.
Anthony, Dona Aaaconity, Josepn holders of the Mutual Building and
R. Livesay; Hobert, Santa Fe county, Loan association of Las Vegas, for
Frederick S- - Blackmar; Hondo. Lin the election of three directors and the
transaction of other business, will be
coln county, Jose M. Torres.
held at the office of the association
of Wednesday, ebrt(iry'8tnAllll.-ais
a
good
defense"
or
"Millions
t
motto for" the lawyers who are en- 8 o'clock p. m.
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"TEST

IN

PATROV
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.

PUT

EXTINGUISHING

TO

While on a (hike to the country be
yond Romerovllle, Saturday the Las
Vegas patrol of the Boy Scouts haa
an opportunity to demonstrate prompt
ness of action and vigilance, two of
the principles taught as requisites of
the true scouts. In building test
fires to show their ability at making
camp and cooking some of the boys
set fire to a large pine tree. In an
Instant the flames had run up the
side of the tree to a height of seven
or eight
feet. The scouts
and
Scoutmaster
Fitzsimmons
George
tore small branches from nearby
trees and beat out the flames after
a hard fight. Thus what might have
been a destructive forest fire was ex
tinguished.
While the scouts were engaged in
extinguishing the fire at the tree, one
of the small camp fires spread until
it reached the provisions. For a time
it looked as though the entire com
missariat would be consumed, when
the blaze had been beaten out it was
found the sacks containing the coffee and sugar had been burned. The
scouts were obliged to dip up these
provisions in' cups, but they enjoyed
the novelty.
Each of the boys was required to
build a camp fire with but two
matches. Father often uses more
than that many matches in getting
the kitchen fire started, but then he
isn't a scout All but two scouts
passed this examination- - On forked
sticks the boys cooked their meat over the fire, while potatoes were being
baked in the coals.
The scouts returned at "scouts
pace", which .consists of a run of
thirty steps followed by a walk of
the same distance. They traversed
miles to town in
the six and one-ha- lf
me
an hour and thirty minutes.
and
an
was
profitable
enjoyable
trip
excursion for the scouts, who will
soon know as much about scouting
as BlffaJo Bullr'V
Those In the party were: Scoutmaster Fitzsimmons, Patrol Leaders
Simon Lewis and Charles Bradley,
Corporals Frank Roberts and Leon
Bowen, officers of the two patrols,
the Wolves and Foxes respectively,
Ed Maloney, Carlos Spiess,
Harry
Kelly, Sketchley Moore, Ed Rosenthal
and Joe Nahm of the Wolves, Frank
Condon, Kenneth Stewart, Arthur Nelson, Matt McCall, Arden Fugate and
DeWitt Forbes, of the Foxes.
Yesterday afternoon a meeting for
the scouts and their daddies and
masculine friends was held in the Y.
M. C. A. building. Scoutmaster Fitz
simmons gave a talk on the objects of
the scouts. About sixty boys and a
number of men were present.

Nasal Catarrh

UNDERWOOD
STANDARD

TYPEWRITER
and the UNDERWOOD stands out as
the best machine one permitting the
greatest latitude of work, doing more
and better work per given effort, and is

"The Machine You Will
Eventually Buy"
JT IS mechanically perfect. It stands up under
every trying condition and is simple in construction. The Underwood Type Bar Stroke has
but three elements: the Key Lever, Connecting
Link and Type Bar.

Underwood Typewriter Company
INCORPORATED

John Rogers,

Exclusive Agent,

$100,000.00

N. Main Sj

Los Angeles, CaL

050,000.00 '

9

Bank
Savings
For with an institution like the

Las Vegas savings

bank it's absolutely removed from all risk. What's
more, it increases steadily and at the highest rate
consistent with secure investments.
Lastly, your
capital grows without exertion on your part.

9

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
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iVIATIOf. MEETING
9--

13,

1911.

Tickets on sale 9th to 13th, inclusive. Final
return limit, February 14th, 1911

Seed Catalog

Ajjjjeler & Musser Seed Co.

Surplus

Before making
you should always
satisfy yourself that it's safe. Think of that first,
then of the probable rate of increase. If you're
careful and shrewd you'll put your money into a

Up-to-Da- te

Aggeler & Musser's 144 page 1911
Seed Catalog has just been received. The lithograph cover is a work
of art and the 144 pages are full
of information valuable '" to 3 jthe
RAlCHER or ( GARDENER, particularly' to the beginner.
If ,you have not "received their
Catalog be sure and send for it at
once. It is also interesting to the
Poultry Fancier. Twenty pages
devoted to the description of Peta-lum- a
Incubators and Brooders, and
everything pertaining to successful Poultry Raising. Write for it.

President,

Three Words
an investment

El Paso, Texas, Feb.

113-1- 5

CUNNINGHAM,

FRANK SPRINGER, Vlc President,
D. T. HOSKINS, Cashier,
P. B. JANUARY, Asst. Cashier.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

0

Announcement.

said lie hardly realAn
ized that he had proposed to a widow
until she bad led him to the

J. M.

Lds Utyas

CapHalPmldln

To accommodate those who are partial
to the use of atomizers in applying liquids
into the nasal passages for catarrhal troubles, the proprietors prepare Cream Balm in
liquid form, which will be known as Ely's
Liquid Cream Balm. Price including the
spraying tube is 75 cents. Druggists or by
mail. Tlie liquid form embodies the
properties of the solid preparation.

Tony Faust Budwelser beer is
on tap at the Opera Bar and Is one
of the finest draft beers served over
any bar In the city.

Las Vegas

San Miguel National Bank

nt

med-icin-

r

i

quickly yields to treat-meby the agreeable, aromatic Ely's
Cream Balm. It is received through the
nostrils and cleanses and heals the whole
surface over which it diffuses itself. Druggists sell the '50c, size. Test it and you
are sure to continue the treatment till relieved.

An

.

IN.

CIPIENT FOREST FIRE

l,

com-nifitel-

INCORPORATE every desired feature of all other
typewriting machines into one.and compare it,
feature with feature, working part with working
part, with the

THE BOY SCOUTS

to

Frank Talmage. Jr.. of
was among the visitors In Hagerman.
Las Vegas
Herbert

is a panacea.' vNo cold remedy knowo brings about surer
or more certain relief,
o
family should be without a
box of A. D. S. Cold- and
Grippe Remedy. 25c box at

FIRST OUTING OF

.

today.

aa;l GRIPPE REMEDY

WINTERS DRUG

Annual
Special Sale

PERSONALS

3D
D. L.

Batchelor, Agent.

OO

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
Estimates Furnished on All, Kinds of
Building Job Work a Specialty
'
Phone, Main 336
Opposite Optio

PILLS
CHICHESTER SHRANII.
A

for A
Ladle! A.k your
Vlanond SrnlA
l'Hl. In Red nd bold uietalllcV
bones, K!ed with Blue Rlbboe.
Take bo ethr. Rut r VAn. V
lira rtrint. Aik forf!!! l.i'lri.'UL'r'Im a!

inani

wunuflu
111.1.9, for So!
yeui known as Best, Ssfert. Alwsvs Rtdlibla
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

WILLIAMSON

HAFFNDRCD
ENGRAV&RS-rRINTER-

If in need 61 trees or shrubbery see
To horee raisers, I want you to see
Stallion "Iowa Bob" on Henrietta W. F. Calhoun or call at L. G. Cal
ranch 4 2 miles east of Las Vegas. noun's real estate office and leave
W. F. Calhoun, owner and keeper.
your order. 608 Douglae avenue.
1--

Try a dram of

t the Opera

on the bar.

When in need of an auctioneer Bee
Taylor bourbon
bar-tel- s
W.
F. Calhoun and get his prices. Sat
from
Served,
,
lsfaction guaranteed.

pit

.Bar.,

O0O

Frank Revell,

as a
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T5he

SCOTTISH RITE TEMPLE

Optic

FIRST ROOSEVELT

TROPHIES

ON

PAYS TRIBUTE TO ELKINS

EXHIBITION

COLUMN

I

lifellll:

1

t

Million
Structure, Which Will Cost
Dollar, to Be Completed In Tim
for the Supreme Council of
the World In 1912.

Number,

GATES

FOR

Main 2.
ADVER-

CLASSIFIED

TISEMENTS
Five cent per line each Insertion
Estimate aix ordinary word to a .line.
No ad to occupy lei space than two
lines. All advertisement charged will
be booked at space actually set, with
ut regard to number of word. Cash
In advance preferred. Phone Main 2.

Wanted
WANTED Four young horses. N. C
Kler, Casa Grande, N. M., will be
at the Central Hotel, February 10
WANTED Every lady and gentle
man In Las Vegas to try box ball.

for Sale

.

The Ancient and Accepted Scottish

S. C. Buff
kGGS FOR HATCHING
Orpington and S. C. Brown Leghorn.
15 for $1.50. Remember I guaran

tee

per cent fertile. T.
Fifth street

75

1026

C.

So fa something like 2,000 specimens have, been unpacked from
among those sent by "the Smithsonian
African expedition to the new National Museum in Washington, but it
will probably be years before all of
the exhibits are finished and mounted.
Such a clamor was set up by visitors to the new museum for ' a
glimpse of some of the things Roosevelt shot that the management picked
out a small collection and placed It In
a case, where they could be looked
over and commented upon by those
interested.
The case represented In the picture is the first lot shown to the public. These were hastily gathered and
do not in any sense represent what
the expedition accomplished.
The
first Is the skull and horn of an African rhinpeeros, the next Is the skull
of a giraffe, the next is the skull of
a hippopotamus, the next is a wild
boar, the next an African buffalo, the
next an African Hon and the last an
antelope.
It will probably be six months be- -

j
Single comb Rhode
Red eggs $2.00 and $1.00 setting of 15. Phone Main 323. E. S.
Lewis.

FOR SALE

Legal blanks of all descriptions. Notary seals and records at The Optlo office.

FOR SALE

1 have received a tine S. C White
Leghorn cockerel from the Parkslde
poultry farm, Pekin, I1L This cocker
el heads my pen of prize pullets. Set
ting of 15 eggs $1.00. Judd A- - Detter-ick- ,
Phone Purple 5353.

For Rent
FOR RENT Nice front room, modern
bouse. 1034 Eighth street.

RENT Furnished front room,
heat, bath, table board If desired.

FOR

1038

fore any of the specimens will have
been mounted and ready to be exhibited. The 2,000 different specimens
secured by the expedition represent
not only the large animals, which-MrRoosevelt shot most of, but many
small animals that were killed by different members of the expedition.
AH of the skulls are about ready
to be mounted. After the hide has
been removed the skull Is placed in a
large steamer, where It li boiled until
all of the flesh comes off and the
bones are bare. It is then dried and
examined for repairs. In the steaming process some of the teeth may
come loose or some piece of bone
held intact by flesh may drop out. All
of tbe repairs are made before the
bones of the animal are sent to the
mounting room, where the hide is
again stretched over the skeleton and
made ready to be exhibited.
When the specimens have been
mounted the museum will have about
the largest and most complete collection of wild animals of any in the

.

world.

Methodist fervor. Both President and
Mrs. McKlnley gave Miss Wilson little souvenirs of these occasions,
Daughter of the Secretary of Agricuwhich, needless to say, are now highlture Who Accompanied Her Faly prized.
ther on Tour of the State.
Under these circumstances
Miss
Politics has never been the en- Wilson was given unusual opportunity
to make a place for herself in Washgrossing subject for American girls
and women that It has proven for cer- ington, and she was assisted by a
tain of their sisters in England. Few degree of grace, dignity and affabilAmerican women, as a matter of fact, ity which won her numerous friends
and added to her father's strength.
give the subject much thought, and
fewer still among them take active
parts In political campaigns. Miss
Flora Wilson, however, daughter of WOMEN MAY LOSE THEIR JOBS
the United States secretary of agriculture, James Wilson of Iowa, took Rumor In Washington That Those
an active part In the recent campaign
Who Are Married Should Look to
in Iowa.
Husband for Support.
Musical talent of an exceptional
There is a rumor in the departcharacter was the quality which Mis
Wilson brought Into the Iowa cam- ments at Washington that married
paign. Her father conceived the Idea women In government employ, who
of having her sing at the points where have husbands able to support them
are In danger of losing their positions
he was billed to speak.
Since Miss Wilson Is possessed of a If the recommendation as about to be
remarkable soprano voice Which has made by the various departmental
been given the best training In this economy committees is facorably recountry and abroad, it is no criticism ceived. It is thought to be the proper
of the ability of Secretary Wilson to thing to do, as when a woman marries
say that the daughter's part of the her husband ought to be able to take
program was not the least attractive care of her unless she marries especially for the purpose of taking care
of him.
On the other hand, single
women who have to look out for themselves ought to be favored In government employ; at least that Is the belief of the economy committee.
If the committee should take up the
matter of more than one member of
a family in government employ,
there are a good many single women
who will Immediately take to bachelor maids' rooms, Instead of "remaining with papa to take care of htm
In his declining years." There Is one
officer who has been regularly drawing a salary from the government
ever since the war, who gets something like $4,000 a year, while his
daughters are each drawing $2,000 a
year, both of whom live "at home
with papa."
IOWA

coln.

Fifth street

The box ball alleys for
bowling parties.

FOR RENT

Lost
Near the Sanatorium, on the
Mora road, pair o gold rimmed eye
glasses. Finder notify Santa .Fe
hospital and receive reward.

LOST

Speedy Relief From Kidney Trouble
"I had an acute attack of Bright's
disease with inflammation of the kidneys and bladder, and dizziness," says
Mrs. Cora Thorp, Jackson, Mich. "A
bottle of Foley's Kidney Remedy
overcome the attack, reduced the In-fiamation, took away the pa'n and
made the bladder action normal. I
wish every one could know of this
wonderful remedy." O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.

The

Proposed Temple.

temple will be a golden sunburst the
of which will flash from the symbolic double eagle and triangle of the
thirty-thirdegree. Above this will
rise great columnB, 33 in all, each 33
fpfit high, which will support the temple on three sides and support the entablature, frlm whlqh rises the square
shaped golden domer
Each one of the 33 states in the
southern council will be provided with
an apartment on the main floor, each
room to have separate symbols and
emblems representing each of the 33
degrees in Masonry. Besides a suite
of rooms on this floor for the grand
commander, a library for 200,000 or
more volumes will also be provided.
Then there Is to be the executive
chamber, 40 feet square, which will
contain 33 orchestra chairs for each
active inspector general.
The cathedral, which will be the
crowning glory of the temple, will occupy the entire upper floor of the
building.
The temple will be completed In
time for use of the International conference of supreme councils of the
world. 26 In all, which meets with the
southern council in Washington In October, 1912.

rays

d

FRIVOLOUS

CAPITAL

MAIDENS

Washington School Girls Said to
Vain and Given to Primping
During Study Hours.

Be

by some of
official complaint to the principal of their school,

It is gravely asserted
the teachers, who made

that the schoolgirls of the national

capital are vain, frivolous, and given
to primping during school hours to
such an extent that not only their
own studies suffer, but the studies of
are dis
In endeavoring not to do things by the other more serious pupils
turbed.
,
halves many people only succeed in
One teacher stated that the girls
like
doing them by quarters.
carry "enormous handbags"
young valises, as he expressed It, fill
ed with toilet articles, and. that they
The fiercer a man talks through n cumber their desks
with these recep
d
telephone the more
tacles which continually fall off, and
1 e Is on
personal contact
then the boys have to pick them up,
at the dictates of their innate gal
lantry, and the studious state of
mind, both boys and girls should pos
seas, Is sadly disturbed.. The teach
ers further complain that the girls
wear enormous masses of puffs or
false hair, which cause them constant
anxiety less they are not In proper
trim; also that they spend too much
of their time peeping into hand mir
rors and dabbing powder on their lit
tle red noses and admiring their bud
ding beauty, or hoping their beauty
will soon begin to bud if it hasn't
budded already.
As for the principal, he was too
frightened at the prospect of being
required to reprove the little owners
of the vanity bags and to meet the
stares of disdain likely, to greet any
interference with their inborn and inherent right to pursue beauty Instead
of to seek learning, to admit that he
If
knew of the troubles at all officially,
as he put It, and so the matter will
TBE OPTICS WANTS
probably have to be settled by that
.dread court, the board of eduoattm.
mealy-mouthe-

No matter what
you want it will

Saue yon

one

ana motiep
you will use

AND

REGULAR DlNNtMO

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

HANDLED

which loss her people greatly deplore. THE BEST
He looked after the welfare of his
relations. He was a true and constant friend, a kind and generous
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS
father, a loving and devoted husband,
and loyal and patriotic to his country
v
at all times. We sympathize with his CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A A. M
toiling orothers always welcome
'.be wigwam. E. E. Gehrlng,
v
family in their great loss and mourn
Regular communiVYaite H. Davis, chief of
with them in their sad bereavement
daeiiem;
cation first and
THOMAS B. CATRON,
record and collecior of wampum.
in
third Thursday
Chairman.
each month. V'tsii F. O. E. Meets first and third Tuesday
The chairman of the committee reevenings each month, at Fraternal
ing brothers cor
quested that the report be spread upW.
brotherhood halt Visiting Brothers
H.
Stapp,
on the record of the court, and that dially Invited. William
are
cordially invited. B. F. McGulre,
Chas.
H.
Secretary.
M.;
Sporleder,
s
certified copies be sent to Mra.
E. C. Ward, Secretary..
President;
and the president of the senate, LA8 VEGAS COMMANDERY. NO. 2.
ar
J. E. SOSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
KNIGHT8 TEMPLAR--Reguland it was so ordered.
I. O. B. B. Meet every first Tuesconcl.?-second
Many Opinions
ef the month in the vestry
day
at
was
court
session
in
The supreme
in each month
Tuesd
rooms of Tempie Montefiore at 8
all day Saturday and after disposing Masonlo Tiuiple at 7:30 p. m-- C.'U
o'clock, p. m. Visiting brothers are
of a large number of cases adjourned Bcncner. S. C; Charles Tamme,
inlvted. Isaac
cordially
to March 1. The following opinions Kecorder.
Appal,
Chas. Gretnclay,
Secwere handed down:
President;
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 8, ROYAL
Case No. 117. The Gallup Elecretary.
ARCH MASONS Regular comvoca- tric Light company appellee vs. The
tlon first Monday in each KNIGKT8 OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
Pacific Improvement company et als
month at Masonic Temple,
NO. 804 MeeU second and fourth
appellants appeal from the district
in O. R. C. hall. Pioneer
7:30 p. m. J. A.
at
Thursday
court, county of McKinley. Reversed
H. P.; Chas. H.
member are oor
building.
Visiting
and remanded to the district court of
Sporleder, Secretary.
dially invited. W. .1. 'Tipton. G. K.,
McKinley county for further proceedE. P. Mackel. F, S
NO.
1,
LODGE
DORADO
ings. The opinion is by Judge Rob- EL
PYTHIAS
Meets
KNIGHTS
OF
I. O. O. Ft LAS VEGA8 LODGE NO. 1
erts, ail of the associate justices conMonday
every
Meets every Monday evening at
Chief Justice Pope having
curring.
evening In Castried the case, did not participate in
their hall on Sixth street All visittle HalL Visiting
the case.
ing Brethren cordially invited to at
Knights are corCase No. 1343. The Territory of
tend, Carl Wertz, N. G.; A. T.
dially Invited.
New Mexico, upon the relation of the
Rogers, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, SecreGeo. A. Fleming,
vs.
O.
W. E. Crites, treasurer; C. V.
tary;
city of Albuquerque, appellant,
Keeper of RecA. Matson, city treasurer of the city
Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
ords and Seal.
of Albuquerque. Appeal from the dis
LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MODtrict court of Bernalillo county. Judg
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
ment of lower court is affirmed. The
Meets the second and fourth TuesBALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
opinion ia hr: Judge Wright, and Is
UNION OF AMERICA
Meet first
days of each month in the W. O. W.
concurred in by Chief Justice Pope
hall at 8 p. m. Christopher Clay,
and third Wediesdaya of each
and Associate Justices McFie, Parker
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
Worthy Advisor; Geo. Laemmle,
and Roberts. Judge Abbott dissents
Clerk. ' Visiting neighbors are corhall. A. E. Hay ward, F. M.; W. A.
and will file his dissenting opinion
Glvens, Secretary. Visiting memdially invited.
later.
Judge Meohem having renbers cordially invited.
dered the opinion below did not parDfcJNTlSTs.
B. P. O. ELKS Meets
second and
ticipate.
fourth Tuesday evening of each
F. R. LORD
Case No. 1351. The Hagerman Irmonth at O. R. C. hall.
DENTIST
Visiting
rigation company, appellee vs. J. F.
K.
are
Invited.
Brothers
J.
Office
Pioneer
cordially
Building
from
the
Murphy, appellant; appeal
Rooms 3 and 4
Martin, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condistrict court of Chaves county. The
Office Phone Main 57
don, Secretary.
judgment as rendered may be correct
Residence Phone 41tf
ed to include one dollar as nominal FRATERNAL
NC
BROTHERHOOD.
DR. E, L. HAMMOND
damages, 'n accordance with the find102 Meets every Monday night at
DENTI8T
ing of the trial court, and as so cortheir hall in the Schmidt buildl.it
Has
rected, the Judgment .s affirmed. The
vest of Fountain Square, a? lgh Suite ' 4, Crockett Building.
o'clock. Visiting members are
opinion is by. Judge Abbott and is conphones at office and residence.
curred in by all the other members of
dially welcome. Fred Philips, presithe court, except Chief Justice Pope,
ATTORNEYS
dent; Carrie Schrock, Secretary ; C.
who tried the case, and therefore, did
Bally, Treasurer.
Chester a.. Huak
Ueo. H. Hunker
not participate.
HUNKER & HUNKS
In Fraternal Brotb
MEN
RED
Meet
,
Mrs. Mary Bell
Case No. 1352.
erhood hall every second and fourth
Attorney at Law
'
Perkins, appellant, vs. the City of
New Mexico
the eighth rua La Vegas,
at
sleep
Thursday,
of
Roswell, appellee. The judgment
the district court is reversed and the
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
cause remanded. The opinion is by Brady, appellants, vs. Robert Taylor,
(Not Coal Land)
Judge Abbott, and is concurred In by et al., appeal from Lincoln county,
all the other members ofvthe court the court adheres, to for mer affirmaDepartment of the Interior, U. S.
except Chief Justice Pope, who hav tion. T. B. Catron and G. B Barber Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Jan.
ing ruled in the motion to quash the for appellants, and Hewitt & Huds 11, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Cheniah
complaint, did not participate nor did peth for appellees.
No. 1345. In the matter of the last F. Jester ,of Cherryvale, N. M., who,
Judge Meohem who tried the case.
Case No. 1363. The Houston-Har- t
will and testament of Sarah Ellen on February 19, 1909, made HomeLumber company vs. Harry Neal and Dye, deceased, Isaiah Dye, executor, stead Entry Serial No. 08854, for NW
defendants.
F. C. Herbert,
Appeal appellee, vs. Orr Butler Melee, appel- 4 section 22, Township 17 North,
The lant, from Bernalillo county motion Range 21 East, N. M. P. Meridian, has
from Curry county. Reversed.
filed notice of intention to make final
opinion is by Judge. Wright and is to dismiss denied.
commutation proof, to establish claim
concurred in by all the other judges.
Chief Justice Pope, however, did not
When a girl is engages to a mau to the land above described, before
participate as he tried the case
she believes him when ihe tells her Robt. L M. Ross, U. S. Court Comhe would love to have her walk on missioner, at Las Vegas, N. M., on the
No. 1055. Solomon
Luna, plaintiff him with her tiny feet; after she Is 8th day of March, 1911.
in error, vs. Cerrillos Coal Railroad married to him she would be satisClaimant names at witnesses:
William Smith, of East Las Vegas,
company, defendant In error, from fied to ihave him willing to put her
F. W. rubbers on her without
N. M.; John W. Grimes, of Cherry-valSanta Fe county, reversed.
acting as If
N. M.; Bartholomew, B. Schwel-ge- r,
Clancy for plaintiff, and T. B. Catron It. were killing him.
for defendant.
of Cherryvale, N. M., and Herbert
No. 1291. S. J. Weaver, appellant,
Smith, of Gonzales, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
to. A. M. Weaver, appellee, from Col- CAT WAS REVERED IN JAPAN
fax county, reversed and motion to
Feb 15
Register.
Lived
In
and Was
Jones & Rogers SheKnown as the Temples
dismiss, overruled.
Guardian of the
for appellant, and S. B. Davis, jr., for
A niece of flannel linmnonoH nHth
Manuscripts.
Chamberlain's Liniment and bound on
appellee. '
the affected parts is superior to
No. 133. Frank H. Moore, as asAccording to a Japanese writer, the to
anv .nlastor Whon
.
. I.
VV1LU
signee of the estate of Charles Zelger domestic cat appeared in his country tame hack nr nnlna In tho
atAn
i,i.n.
a
at
recent
epoch,
relatively,
having
vs.
Western Meat company
appellee,
a
it
trial
give
and you are certain to
mistraveled
China
from
the
with
appellant, Involving real estate at sionaries of Buddhism. In the middle bPimore than pleased with the prompt
Albuquerque, from Bernalillo county, the sixth century of the Christian relief which it affords. Sold - by all
affirmed. A. B. MoMillen for appellee, era sacrifices were offered to the cat, diagglsAs.
and Klock & Owen for appellant.
which was known by all as "the
No. 1336. Jordan Rogers, appellee, guardian of the manuscripts."
LOCAL TIME CARD
"The guardian of the manuscripts"
to. A. T. & S. F. Ry. Co., appellant,
from Bernalillo county, affirmed. Mar- - kept away the mice, who otherwise
would have
ron & Wood, for appellee, and R, E. rus. In someeaten the precious papyWEST BOUND
Instances placards were
Twitchell and E. W. Dobson for ap- set In
Arrive
conspicuous places among
pellant
manuscripts as a warning to the mice: No 1
1:50 P. M.
No. 1334. Territory, appellant, vs. Beware! The cat is here. She drives No. 3
6:15 A. M.
mice.
the
of
cats
were
Portraits
also No- reversed.
Youg E. Hart, appellee,
5:15 P. M.
From Lincoln county. F. W. Clancy placed In places frequented by mice. No- 6:35 P. M.
The
cats
were
revered.
For
a
,
long
for territory, and W. H. H. Llewellyn
time they were kept In the temples.
for appellee.
But their beauty, their general desirDepart
No. 1345. The 'Atchison, Topeka & ability and the charm of their
grace,
Santa Fe Ry. Co., a pel Ian t, vs. Citi- affection for man, and adaptability to No- - L
2:10 P. M.
6:20 A. M.
zens' Traction company & Power Co., human conditions so appealed to the No- - 3
i:40 P. M.
appellee, from Bernalillo county, in- layman that one by one very gradual- So-ly their kittens were permitted to No- 7:00 P. M.
volving the crossing of the railway leave
the temples and to become the
tracks by the street railway was re
After entering
pets of the
versed. R. E. Twitchell and E. W. .u9 Miuiirea nobility.
EAST BOUND
ui iuo infill UUlClttlB UL
j
Dobson for appellant, and Isaac Barth the Empire they won their way Into
Arrive
for appellee.
humbler households.
9:10 P. M.
NoNo. 1346. Citizens Traction & Pow11:25 P. M.
No. 8
1:15 A. M.
er company, appellee, vs. The AtchiWhen some men act like perfect
No 10
1:45 P. M.
son, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway com- fools, it isn't
acting. It's merely a
pany, appellant, from Bernalillo coun- reversion to naturalness.
ty reversed. Isaac Barth and Mann
Depart
& Venable, for appellee, and R. E.
No. 2
9:15 P. M.
Twitchell and E. W. Dobson for apMaybe so much of it is done, be- No. 4
11:80 P. M.
cause It is so easy to discredit a man No. 8
pellant.
1:25 A. M.
No. 1350. S. T. Gray and Robert or a woman.
No. 10
2:10 P. M.
.

Llpsett,

FOR SALE House and lot, reasonable term3, also household furniture, horse and buggy. 1102 Lin-

ORDERS

DIRECTORY

;:

Rite of Freemasonry for the southern

Jurisdiction of the
United State
soon will commence the erection of a mamftnitxv
moth temple in
Washington whloh
It Is expected will
be the largest and
most magnificent
of It kind In the
world.
The cost of the
site was $164,000,
and the cost of
the new temple when completed will
exceed $1,000,000.
Classic In design,
the structure will be of white marble,
four stories high, with two basement.
The building will be square In shape,
the frontage 156 feet and depth the
same and have a gold dome rising 160
feet from the street level.
The step leading to the temple will
be symbollo of the Masonlo degrees.
The plaza, which will extend the full
width of the building, leads from the
sidewalk with three steps to the first
rise and five steps to the second, before the terrace Is reached. Across
the terrace will be two other rises of
seven and nine steps respectively,
which will lead to the portals of the
entrance.
On the terrace will rest symbolical
and allegorical statuary. Over the
massive portals of the entrance to the

SHORT

RESTAURANT AND CAFE

GOODS

HANDSOME MASONIC EDIFICE TO
BE ERECTED IN WASHINGTON.

j

LOBBY
-

(Continued From Page Two)
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GIRL AS

A

CAMPAIGNER

New White House Cook.
There Is a new cook In the White
House.
Several months ago Martha
Miss Flora Wilson.
Petersen, who presided with efficiency,
grace, over the pots and
at the places where she appeared. In not toIn say
executive mansion, gave
the
pans
addition to the voice, too, Miss Wilson
is possessed of a handsome face and it all up to marry James Mulvey, one
A
of the White House policemen.
figure and a pleasing personality.
of Mrs. Petersen Mulvey, Miss
friend
During the earlier days Miss Wil Amelia Howard, took the place, but
son accompanied her father on his her health
was very poor, and she
speaking tours over Iowa and beIt up. Now Miss Flora Hamilton
came acquainted with his constituents. gave
of New York reigns supreme In the
Since then she has flnlsed her mu- White House kitchen.
Flora Hamilsical education In Europe. She has ton, be it
Is both young and
known,
given concerts and filled salon en- pretty, and she Is of Scotch-Englis- h
and Paris.
gagements In London
fdescent and comes with recommenda
Four years were spent abroad. When tions from some of the most aristoan American girl goes to Europe to cratic New York
families, where she
study music she must sing In three "wrestled" with pots and pans up to
Gerown.
not
her
Italian,
languages
the time she applied for the White
man and French.
House place and got It
Long before her recent experiences
Engaging a cook for the White
In Iowa, however, Miss Wilson had House Is a
complicated affair. The
a prominent place In the political life applicant's references must be of the
of her father. During the McKlnley 'highest order, and even then
they are
administration she was presiding mis scrutinized and investigated in every
tress over Secretary Wilson's home possible way before the cook Is ac
and the Intimate friend of Mrs. Mc cepted. The position is one of no
Klnley. She often attended the presl little responsibility, as during the windentlal party on pleasure trips when ter season the many functions
require
her father was unable to go. '
the feeding of 1,200 or 1,500 persons
In those days, too, Miss Wilson used before summer sends society away.
to sing at the White House nearly
every Sunday evening. President
was particularly fond of the
Robt. E. Lee a Song Censor.
Sootch ballads In the singing of which
Washington has upon its police
Miss Wilson excelled
force a Robert E. Lee. Mr. Lee Is
Frequently the evening closed with now distinguishing himself by vifclt.
a number of hymns of the president's ing five-cetheaters and censuring
selection, and the company of friends the suggestive songs which are suiig
would render these with
there.
nt

Rut-ledg-

c'

e,

;

-
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Somebody's

down she might have noticed Paul
Ashley sitting close by. She would

Love and

O-

have pronounced him a young man of
about twenty-three- ,
very
i
well dressed and a gentleman. She
could have figured, that he was there
to take a train, but would have had to
Dy Lawrenca Alfred
Cloy
guess that he was a civil engineer.
By Af. Schumacher
Yes, he sat there, and he saw
COowrt.hi.isn
AHD0Ute4 UlmTT
baby
THE
dumped down and knew
ex"I'm afraid it's all of no use. Jack,
George Congdon had run Into citement had called itsthat the
Vane.
Edna
said
attendant
dear,
Papa
simply
rnUAdelphta for the day to visit her away. He moved one
seat nearer the will not appreciate you. Why," indig
pother, she had brought with her Infant, instead of three seats further nantly, he
actually called you a 'Jack
ten
montllB
babn
ola
8nd
away, as many a young man would of all Trades' the other day!"
had kI
accompanied by her hus- have done, and he said to himself, reJack Farrows burst into a hearty
band as nurse
girl. His business was
laugh. "That's what a poor fellow gets
ln V"1 clty. and at five o'clock he ferring to Miss Ethel:
"She Isn't the
for not being lucky enough to possess
would call
and take her home. never have done mother, or she'd a millionaire
uncle, or a friend to put
and she's too
Mr. Congdon was a
that,
man, but gooa looking and well dressed for
him wise on the stock exchange," he
be understood babies. young
He knew that
IS
gin. couldn't have brought said merrily. Then more seriously he
they should be held head downward uurbe
the kid here to abandon. Not
added: "I would make good though, If
hat
old
should
they
ID YOU EVER stop to think that every family
be given a fatherto be so hardened. Probably only I could get the chance. Could I
ly finger to b;te when they cried, and enough
went to
that tickling the bottoms of their feet come oack in five minutes. Ha! help It that Smyers & Rickets
should have The Optic as part of its
wnen tney bad the colic was certain mere sne goes for the train with smash, or that Jedson & Keith moved
to
another
both
Yet
times
when
another
A
city?
lady! Clear case, and the
cure.
I was thrown out of a Job your father
aid goes to a foundling home!
mas was the finest baby ln the
But it didn't. It awoke and smiled seemed to blame me for it. But, never
state or' Pennsylvania.
The father, at tne man bending over it.
The father wants news while it is fresh, he wants to
He mind. I'll win him over yet; wait and
me motnef, the
grandmother, Aunt smiled back. Then a woman came see if I don't!"
uuei ana an the neighbors, at the up and blushed and
"There's only one way you can do
be posted on what is happening so that he may be able
laughed and
ougaon suburban home said so, said:
that. Jack, dear," said Edna thoughtto discuss intelligently with his business acquaintances the timely events of
"So the minx played a game on fully. "Papa always takes a liking to
iicuuzing, young as she was, that
'
the person who can get the best of
ue.wouia De kept awake at night you?"
the day.
wuen ner sparking days came, she
him. But the only way you can possi"What do you mean?'
1
got as much infant sleep as possible.
"She's
it oft on your hands and bly succeed ln that would be to get
Mother wants to find out what bargains are for sale at the big stores; she also
cne could be laid away on the bed, has takenputthe'
excited, and then close the deal
train. What are you him
moment
to
without
a
think
him
v"" "iuuuw aiu, ine ciock sneil or
giving
likes to have the paper to look at in her spare time during the evening.
going to do about it? She played It
any other place, and she would con tne game rather
over; for daddy never makes a misneatly."
to
tinue
take after considering a thing. Why,
sleep.
Air.
resented that word
THE OPTIC fills the bill in
Mrs. Huntington, the grandmother, "minx." Ashley
every respect and will make itself invaluable to
In fact, he resented the wom- the newspapers actually called him a
'wizard' the other day, just think of
had very little to do with the bahv an's tone and
He tnought
insinuation.
every member of your family.
It was her duty to recommend sage he knew people
that," she ended, proudly.
well, young as
"Urn! Well, I'll put on my thinktea and catnip mixture and mild he was, and he quite
was ready to swear
mustard plasters and to declare that that the
ing cap, and set to work. I'd better go
Send in your subscription today and find out what is going on in Las Vegas,
of the child was a now,
I suppose, before he starts to
tne baby looked justs like Its father, blunder. leaving
Good-nighwind
clock.
the
alarm
New Mexico and the world at large.
Having done this, her duties wi
"If you want to hand it back on her dear. Don't be
ended.
discouraged; we'll find
I can help you," continued the wom a
way out of this somehow."
Ethel Huntington, Mrs. Congdon's an with the same sarcastic smile.
A few evenings later, Edna sat oponly sister, was nineteen years old "There was another woman with
her, posite her father in the library, vainly
dub was not to Dtame ior oeing an and she went away to
a ticket endeavoring to fix her thoughts upon
aunt at that age. Some of the girls for Blankville. twenty buy
miles out. the book she held ln her hands. She
poked fun at her, but she was loyal That's where they have gone toexpected Farrows that evening, but
'
gether."
she had also expected her father to
Please Fill Out and Forward This Blank
"And that's where I'll follow," said leave town on business
that very afterMr. Ashley.
"I think I can get it noon, and at the last moment he had
there all right."
decided to postpone the trip. She
"Sure. You are a young man of started
nervously as the sound of the
spunk. It has a nursing bottle here, bell pealed through the house. A few
Send to my address until I order it discontinued THE
and if it cries, you feed it."
d
moments later, Roberts, an old
DAILY
When the baby was missed by its
OPTIC.
servant who served in the camother and aunt the train was under pacity of butler, entered the room and
BY
full headway. The railroad company handed her Farrows' card.
Name.
doesn't stop and back up its trains for
"Who is it?" asked her fatjier, test
lost babies. The only way was to ily, frowning at the card over the edge
? .
Address
get off at the first station, seven of his paper.
"Who that Farrows
miles out, and send a telegram to the chap again? It's about time you gave
depot master , and follow it bv the
first train. ' Another telegram was
11
sent to the father. Mother and aunt
returned to the city and rushed un
and down the big depot They found
plenty of babies, but not the baby
wanted. After twenty minutes of the
y5uwlth' this
the young man bereft of his senses. and I've c6rnet6-pfes"egreatest anxiety, and after Miss Ethel
Of all the
Idi little bill for my services."
"Humph!
had pointed out the spot ten times
"Take it to Roberts, I say. He'll setots, young man, you are certainly the
over where she had laid the infant
worst I have ever met with!" he ex- tle it up for you," replied Mr. Vane,
down, an old man who
explained
claimed; then, a sudden light dawning impatiently waving it aside.
"But will Roberts have enough cash
that he was going to Montana when
in his eyes, he added coldly.
"But
to
settle it, sir? This little bill calls
ever his train came along, added :
to
I'll
a
teach you
just
good lesson,
take you up on that., Perhaps a little for exactly $5,242.58, sir."
"Say, I saw a young fellow steal
"What?" snorted Mr. Vane conhard work will put' some common
that kid! Yes, sir, he looked all
sence into your heaJ. Edna, get the temptuously. "No fooling, no fooling,
around to see rt anybody was watchno time to waste
pen and ink and some paper from my young man. I have
ing, and then smiled and clucked at
on jokes. Just let me take your pendesk."
her and took her up and walked out
while I get this thing
to a "train. I'd have tackled him, only
Edna threw Farrows a look of cil for a moment
out."
straightened
amazement
man
old
an
a
and have bad liver.
as she passed behind her
I'm
G. H. Momma & Co.
3 Star Hennessy
Farrows threw Edna a look of trifather's chair. Five minutes later, the
The doctor told me not to get ex
Pommery
Smiled at th Man Bending Over It.
Brandy
sevas her father Jotted down
Great Weste
17 Different Brands
agreement was drawn up and properly umphrows
cited. Yes, sir, he stole that baby
of figures; then he gasped
Peach Brandy
Sauterners'
to the child. She characterized It as as sure as shooting, and he's a hunsigned, and each party was in posses- eral
of Bourbon and
Virginia Dare
the nicest, sweetest, brightest, hand- dred miles away by this time!"
sion of a copy. Soon afterwards Far- and hastily went over them again.
Apple Brandy
Claret
rows took his leave, and Edna, against Edna, frightened at the explosion fol-of
somest, darllngest thing ever born,
There was weeping and wailing and
Deidesheimer
Rye, so we have
which she felt sure was to
wrath
Brandy
Apricot
to
and if she could have kissed It
him
all
followed
rules
of
Laubenheimer
etiquette,
telephoning to Mr. Congdon and teleJack's- arm and waited.
5
Stars
brand.
low,
grasped
your
she would certainly have flat- graphing to conductors. One of the
the door.
Niersteiner
Mr.
which
was
a
There
pause,
during
Imrsteiner
tened Its nose.
"Jack! Do you actually mean to
Endeavored to Control Himself.
California Brandy
latter answered:
Vane seemed
endeavoring to
Mrs. Congdon and baby were duly
keep that agreement. The work of a control himself.vainly
"Young man with a baby ln his
also
he
White
Port Wine.
Then
and
suddenly
Port
Imported
Sherry
left at grandma's and duly welcomed.
arms got off at Blankville. Had my him his walking papers, Edna. He's common laborer, and at such wages! rose and offered Jack his hand.
'
stick
or
don't
no
of?"
was
backbone;
got
kissed, toasted, suspicions."
The Infant
push
Jack, what are you thinking
"Young man, I apologize. I took you
Jack laughed heartily.
The trail led to Blankville. Irony to anything, and will never be rich in
hugged, flattered and talked to, and
for an idiot when I was one myself
"Clean, honest work won't hurt any- instead.
the day passed without calamity. of Fate! Young man steals a baby his life. Send the fellow about his
You have certainly had the
one," he said reassuringly, "and as for
Along toward five o'clock ln the after- in Philadelphia and gets off the train business."
of me in this deal and I admire
best
evethis
I
him
to
see
about
have
will
"But
his
don't
the money end of it,
worry
noon Mr. Congdon telephoned that
where it's father and mother live. A
for it, I declare I do. Five thoufirm had given him an errand to do. telegram to the police at Blankville ning, papa," began Edna, pleadingly. that; Just get a pencil and paper and you
and some odd dollars is a pretty
sand
"He knows that I'm at home, and will figure it all out for yourself. Don't forand that the wife must make her way read:
C. T. FARLEY, Prop.
to pay for a few days' work
stiff
price
Show
I
to
him.
see
if
refuse
the
for
hurt
to
feel
Ethel
each
to
double
This
alone.
off
home
get
day's salary
brought
"Arrest young man who got
an agreement is
but
the
about
house,
him
Roberts."
before
in
ac
rich
next
be
not
only
day's. Why, I'll,
the front. She would
five o'clock train with a girl baby.
to my part
Farrows entered the room, smiling those 20 days are over. Just figure It an agreement and I'll stick Where's
company her sUter to the depot ln Case of kidnaping."
my
fear.
never
Edna,
of
it,
the taxi, but take the train home
And there being no case for the into Edna's great brown eyes, which out and see," he ended gayly.
book?"
check
filled
were
with
her
to
went
disapEdna
After
Jack
hold
apprehensive
left
and
that
with her
"darllngest" police to blunder and arrest an old
"Papa," cried Edna, running over
room and busied herself with pencil
on her lap all the way. It was set woman leading a goat, they nabbed pointment as she rose to greet him.
THE STANDARD FOR 30 YEARS
and
throwing her arms about his neck,
am
a
Miss
I
"Good
Vane.
and naner as he suggested. After
evening,
tled at once that this should be the Mr. Paul Ashley as he sat in the de- want
money,
really
doesn't
your
"Jack
unenshort period of figuring she lifted a
nroeram.. and at a certain hour It I pot playing with the stolen child and fortunate, indeed, in finding you
he doesn't. All he wants is I, and
wa's carried out. That Is, the two asking every Doay it tney couia iden gaged for the evening. Good evening, beaming face to the glass opposite and
oh, daddy, we care so very much for
I
recovered
Vane.
with
have
Mr.
filled
you
with
were
eyes
hope
ladles and the young prodigy
regarded herself
Father, mother and Aunt
tify it.
each other! If you will only let us get
cold."
from
that
landed at the Chestnut street depot Ethel arrived and rushed and precipi
happy surprise.
she suddenly broke
with"Edna Vane," she exclaimed joy- married." Here her face
"Humph!" grunted Mr. Vane,
twenty minutes too late for one train tated themselves, and that sweetest.
in his shouldown and buried
from
out
his
his
aneyes
happaper.
too
the
lifting
for
luckiest,
minutes
of
human
and thirty
early
fully, "you're just
nicest, darllngest little bit
der.
an
looked
for
embarrassed
Farrows
lived
and
ever
you're '
other.
piest girl that
ity actually kicked and fought and
Mr. Vane was clearly bewildered.
The ladles' waiting room, of course, cried when torn from the arms of instant, and Edna flushed with indig- not half worthy of him either!" Then
"Well, well!" he said, patting her
nation at her father's rudeness. She girl like, she snatched Jack's photoabductor.
was the only place left to them. its
upon the back. "So you took
so
calmcovgently
how
could
Jack
wondered
talk
and
table
from
the
went
The
nearby
graph
After ten minutes Mrs. Congdon
New Mexico Territory Furnished Writcfor Catalogue and
The police had no case.
only
sides
your dad in this deal,
against
reafter
and
interestingly
kisses.
having
ered it with
out to buy a ticket for Ethel, having case they appeared to be, after ex ly
don't
any
cry
there,
by the W. H. ROGERS CO.
did
There,
you?
so
Jnsult.
ceived
well
aa
for
.rru.es.
such
Indeed,
Had not Mr. Vane taken it
her own , return ln her purse. She planations had been made, was beof Houston, Texas.
be
to
seems
something
There
more.
that Jack's sole object In ma- to the
tnet friends and stopped to chat the tween Miss Ethel and Mr. Ashley. It did he touch upon the leading topics
granted
isn't
for
every
it
after
all,
boy
' history of the baby had to be told. hasn't been fully concluded yet, but of the day ihat Edna, little as she un- king so unusual, an offer was simply to
one who could get the best of me as
8be was proud of the opportunity to it has been settled that Paris will be derstood pcl'iics, sat listening as if be near his daughter while working
as that. If Jack will take a
of
Mr.
and
in
Vane,
spite
about her home he would have given easily
tell it.
one of the continental cities visited fascinated,
in the banking busithird
partnership
was
converdrawn into the
himself,
the matter more serious thought. As ness we'll Just settle matters up that
Time was passing and Aunt Ethel during the coming summer.
sation..
became impatient. More time passed,
it was he took secret delight in de"You're right, you're right!" he ex- stroying his plans by sending Edna on way and as for that check, I'll write
and she became alarmed. She picked
claimed grudgingly to one of Farrows' a visit to a distant relative.
The that out for a wedding present."
Politics and Cucumbers.
up the sleeping baby and walked out
Into the general room to find her
"And what," asked a visitor to the remarks. "But at the same time, a money part of the agreement he did
sister. Just then a young man wait- North Dakota state fair, "do you call man can't hire decent help at respect- not even take the trouble of considerBuddy's Guess.
able wages nowadays.
Take the ing; it was agreed that Jack was to
ing for a train fainted away. Some that kind of cucumber?"
her Christmas
(examining
Dimples
about
for
instance.
my
house,
said It was a case of love, and some
collect the entire amount of salary
"That," replied a Fargo politician, grounds
how do you s'pose Santa
I
could
gij)Buddy,
cut
a
to
Years
man
ago,
get
due him when the 20 days were over. Cl'aus got pieces Just like mamma's
that be had weak heart. A crowd "is the insurgent cucumber. It doesn't
WW
it then somebody said always agree with a party." Every- the grass and trim the shrubbery for
It was on the evening of Edna's ar- skirt to make dollie's dress?
gathered.
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they
lied
day,
took
Farrows
the
about
v.
the depot
rival home that
body's.
Buddy I dunno, 'less maybe Mrs.
two dollars for the same job. Think erty of calling, a moment of. triumph
It, but his object was praiseworthy.
Classified ads. search out the'people to whom anion all
Claus buys remnants.
Santa
two
a
dollars
itr
of
day for work of which he had patiently waited and
He wanted to add to the excitement,
of
those
who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
that kind! Robbery, actual robbery! longed for.
Jolly.
and he certainly did.
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with
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Ficforsuddenly
Hereafter
met
of
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in
You
the
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have
Aunt
evidently
Impetuous
They
A Reliable Remedy
"Humph!
Young
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to some.
and excitable. Down went baby on tion. "Fifteen men on ihe dead man's an idea.
gotten your place, sir. The rear door
"Mr.
reads the ads, in this newspaper and would never
he
who
one
Vane,"
exclaimed, leaning Is the proper entrance for my hired
a vacant seat, and away rushed the chest!" bellowed Stevenson's Pirate.
"I've
a
forward,
eagerly.
old
football
proposition
ten
Roberts
has
entire
that!"
minutes
song,
She
besides
"Ha!
and
of
spent
Jolly
hear your property unless it were advertised here.
caretaker.
to make you. I'll keep the grounds help, of all servants' complaints and CATARRH
looking at the young man and rush exclaimed the hero of the college
charge
house ln order for well,
about
quarrels."
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
ing around to And where the fire was, novel which, though recent, was al- say 20 your
Ely's Cream Balm
days. I'll guarantee the best
exhow can you?"
and was then taken by the arm by ready' dead. Puck.
papa,
"Why,
is quickly absorbed.
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
of work, and start with the minimum claimed
Edna, indignantly. Farrows,
her sister and rushed for the train,
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for
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day
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ease.
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the wheels began ,to
sort, and musical instruments.
"You are not in it with me," sneered is double that of the previous day.
found a seat when they suddenly
"Begging your pardon, Mr. Vane," tne diseased memwill
first
For
the
drives
instance,
day you
"Why, you can't
missed something and cried out ln the nightingale.
he began ln mock humility, "but I am brane resulting from Catarrh and
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
the Head quickly. Restores
touch a high note at all." "True," re- pay me one cent; the second day two o longer ,n your empi0T, My time away aCold in Taste
chorus: r
Smelt
size
Full
and
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
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joined the ostrich, "but my feathers on.
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LOCAL NEWS

In Bulk

The greatest muslin sale now on at
Graaf's Dry Goods Store.

New Bismark Kraut, 4
Pounds for 25c

Now for a good electric treatment
'
Shop.

AT

The Store of Ike Davis
1

Phone Main

193 or Main 194

Timothy Hay
White Cleaned

..Oats..

Bran, Corn Corn Chops
AND

"01

PRIDE FLOUR"

Las Vegas Roller Mills
Phone Main

1

31

ESTABLISHED 1876

The

First National Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Basking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

up-to-d-

this year

ate

and send

Cut Flowers for Valentines
Order them now from

Perry Onion & Son
Store Phone Main 462,

Ranch Phone 276.

FOR THE BEST OF

&

AND

Pretzleites
THE FINEST YET

Pickles, Etc.

Hayward Co. Store

WE ALWAYS HAVE THE BEST OF EVERYTHING EATABLE

PURE THINGS TO EAT

fif"''

qprnrnrl

and are now open for

your inspection.
ALL THE NEW SHAPES AND

COLORS ON DISPLAY
Buy Early, Get the New Ones

GREENBERGER
"A Square Deal"

More of These
MATTRESSES
Sn
Sold Las Vegas Than Any Other
All-Cott- on

THIS LABEL
pf Las Vegas, has
Chllders home and is

MEANS

purchased the
to make extensive improvements in
the grounds. He la to convert the
beautiful bid place into a modern and
palat'al dwelling for the Nordhaus
home. It will be Interesting news as
Mrs. Nordhaus is a society favorite in
this city and well ' known from frequent visits to her sister, Mrs. Louis
Ilfeld. Albuquerque Morning Journal,

Work Service

These w will wash and' iron,
and return to you all ready for
use. They will oe washed cleaner and ironed much better than
If done at home or by a washerwoman. Besides think of the
work and bother we save you.

it

Our prices are reasonable so
will cost you but very 'little

each week.

Try the service next week.

Las Vegas Steam Laundry

...

,

J.

C.

nmrr
"''7 ai
it Tiir
inr
111 U
lib 1rnii.r
III

i!Pw

Li

JOHNS EN

Exclusive Local Agents,

IT M

& SON

623 Douglas Avenue.

E fgMEAL

SANITARY

WHY?

DAIRY

Because of tho Following Correct Conditions
Separate Concrete Floored Buildings.
Steam Sterilizing Ovens for bottles and all utensils.
3.
easily removed bottle caps.
The above conditions at least seem to have been entirely overlooked by all other milk producers in this vicinity.
4. City water exclusively or stock and cleansing purposes.
5. All cows tested by government offlclaL
' 6. Up to date cooling and aerating system.
7. Strictest rules of cleanliness observed throughout
,
We wish to emphasize the first three conditions
enumerated
above, because of the importance attached to them by the city
health boards throughout the country. These health boards realize
the the dangerous power of milk (especially warm milk) to absorb
and multiply alarmingly, the d seaee bacteria which may exist in the
milk vessels or in the air of the dwelling or wooden floored barn or
In any room connecting with either.
Sixty feet of sunlight, the best germicide known, separate the
milk room from all other buildings, at the IDEAL SANITARY DAIRY,
successors to the Mbyfe, Geyer and Corbetr dairies.
W so'icit your,
ronage and guarantee prompt service and
dairy products at jeast equal n quality to those of any other
1.

2.

Air-tig-

Tm

Our fancy 25c box
soap in North Window, now

UNEQUALLED

WE HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF BEDDING

Phone Main 81.

ON:

'-

Sold at $5, 00 and Up

And see Xor yourself

what a
wonderful convenience it is.
Send us your sheets, pillow
slips, table cloths, napkins,
towels, handkerchiefs, etc.

vmm-y"1-

MATTRESS

Best draught beer in the city, at
the Lobby, of course.

Try Our Flat

mUSSSH

JIN A

A. AKERS,

Manager.

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distilled Water
CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone MoJn 227.

i5c

p

Box

pret-

walks,
condition.

I. H. STEARNS.

flVO

.?4fJ

Max Nordhaus

The 'board of education will hold
its regular monthly
meeting this
evening in the city hall.

;,

oooooooooooo

Las Vegas undoubtedly deserves the
medal for the possession of the most
diversified collection of automobile li
cense tags in the world. To stand
on a corner and watch six automobiles
pass by is usually to notice that each
is the possessor of a license tag different from the rest. Here are samples
of tags; the numbers are "made up"
and if they fit your car don't get sore,
but the letters are correct: "119 E.
L. V.", "742 L. V." "364 L. V. N. M.,"
"2, E. L. V. N. M," "143, Las Vegas."

TOILET SOAPS

One jDn LincoJn,

Styles

p

Princess slips, corset covers, underskirts, gowns, an entire line at les
than wholesale cost. Graaf's Dry
Goods Store.

One

f

chased a new auto, took a patry of
friends out riding yesterday. At a
distance of umpty-stee-n
miles from
town a tire was punctured. The break
was repaired promptly. At a distance
of upmpty-ummiles from town another puncture occurred. This was
repaired. Altogether the party encountered tire trouble seven times
before getting in. The last puncture
was a short distance from the city.
"T guess we have fixed that puncture
for the last time before we get t to
town," said the car's owner. "Bang,"
said the tire. "Zohzbgski, Drzstpzy,
Gllbbzpowltz," said the autoist, or at
least that is what it sounded like.

SPECIAL SALE

10 c and 20 c pcb on Hot Springs boulevard;
brick with bath and toilet,
ty
entrance hall, lawn, cement
package
stone coping all in per feet

NEW nobby

in.Hawes and Stetson

A Las Vegas man who recently pur-

Regularmonthly meeting of the La
dies' Relief society of Las Vegas hos
pital at the hospital tomorrow after
noon at 2:30 o'clock.

2 HOUSES FOR SALE

Chicken
Sausages
All Kinds
Fish

Graaf

LUDWIG Win. ILFELD

Displayed in our window it

Beef
Mutton
Porl
Veal

GO TO THE

Automobile, carriage and
sign
painting by a practical painter. 429
Grand avenue.

Pretzels

HATS
OUR

Phono Main 379.

The duck hunting parties who
Yesterday's beautiful weather was
the lakes and streams yesterday too much for many of Las Vegas' ball
tossers. They dug up their mitts and
had only fair luck.
gloves away from their hiding place In
The greatest muslin sale now on at the closet under the back stairs and
Graaf's Dry Goods Store.
started as by common consent for
Amusement park. There a practice
Paint Shop for Rent For painting game was played. Among the memcarriages and autos, entire upstairs, bers of last year's Maroons who were
at the A. C. Schmidt shop.
playing yesterday were Montano, Angel, Martinez and others.
St. Paul's Guild will meet to morrow
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock with Mrs.
Last night the Young Men's DramaA. H. Whitmore on Seventh street.
tic club of the West side gave a banquet in Mackel's hall In honor of the
The Las Vegas grant board held its young people who took part in the
regular monthly meeting today. Busi- production of "A Daughter of the Deness transacted was of a routine sert" several days ago. , Twenty-fou- r
nature.
young people sat down to the banquet
table. Each was called upon to make
Princess slips, corset covers, under a brief address or give a toast. Folskirts, gowns, an entire line at less lowing the banquet, dancing was enthan wholesale cost. Graaf's Dry joyed until a late hour.
Goods Store.
Princess slips, corset covers, underTonight the Citizens sewer com skirts, gowns, an entire line at less
mittee will hold a meeting.' Wednes- than wholesale cost. Graaf's Dry
day evening the committee's formal Goods Store.
report will be made to the council.
John Joerns, clerk of the court for
Mrs. Delia Mclntyre, who was taken the Fourth judicial district, is sending
suddenly ill Saturday afternoon at the out subpoenas for witnesses In crim
store of the Rosenthal Furniture com inal cases to be tried at the March
pany, was reported as considerably term of the district court of Union
better today.
county. The trial call for criminal
proceedings in the same court will be
We are closing out 6ilk dress trim issued at once. The term in Clayton
ming at coat, up to date in every re this year Is expected to be a busy one.
spect. Ladles interested will save It will begin on March 6.
money by buying now. ROMERO
The greatest muslin sale now on at
MERCANTILE CO.
Graaf's Dry Goods Store.
The "Daughter of the Desert," so
A marriage license was granted this
successfully given by the young peo
ple of the West side, wi'l be repeated morning at the court house to Geno-vev- a
Sena, 21 and Apolonlo Crespin,
February 16th for the benefit of the
21. Both are residents of Chaperito.
street improvements.
Saturday afternoon two licenses were
The greatest muslin sale now on at granted as follows: Jullanita GonzaGraaf's Dry Goods Store.
les, 20, Francisco Lobato, 32, Sanchez;
Carmelita Maldonado, 25, Isidoro CaThis evening the Fraternal Brother stas 19, Las Vegas.
hood will meet In It a hall on- Foun
"If we had been provided with an
tain Square. The lodge has changed
Its meetings from Friday to Monday aeroplane we undoubtedly could have
evenings and this is the first meeting killed a large number of ducks yesterheld since the change.
day," said Frank Delgado this morning. Delgado was a member of a par
Judge Clarence J. Roberts will be ty of hunters at Wagon Mound Sunhere tomorrow morning to hold a short day. He says the wind blew so hard
session of the district court of San the ducks kept high above the lakes
Miguel county. Cases on the civil all day.
docket will be heard. Judge Roberts
Best of meats and pastries. White
has been at his home in Raton since
cents.
the adjournment of the supreme court Kitchen. Meals twenty-fivSaturday.
After a vacation of a month, dur
Princess slips, corset covers, under ing which time it was in Washington
skirts, gowns, an entire line at less undergoing repairs, the East Las Vethan wholesale cost. Graaf's Dry gas postofflce's cancelling machine is
Goods Store.
again on .the job. The machine will
cancel from 200 to 250 letters a minProgram extraordinary at the Pho- ute. During its absence the clerks
toplay tonight, don't miss It Some- were obliged ,to stamp the letters by
thing different. "Justinian and Theo- hand, which Is a slow process.
dora," a classic of the dark ages, by
Elbert and Alice Hubibard,
Selig;
The Orientals basketball team's pro"Girls Will be Boys," the newest posed
trip to Albuquerque has been
from Laughland, one of Essany's called off, the Occidentals, whom
best; "An American Count," one of they were to meet, having disbanded.
Lubin's strongest dramas. You are The Occidentals have
written the
loser If you do not see this program. management of the Orientals that the
outlook was not sufficiently encourag
ing to induce them to put a team in
the field this year.

HOT

--

Best of meats and pastries. White
Kitchen. Meals twenty-fiv- e
cents.

e

First National Bank Building,

Why not be

We are prepared to sell you any Winchester rifle
as cheap as any catalogue house or dealer anywhere
in the U. S. If you are contemplating of getting either
at any time,yget our price. We are always glad to
give you the price, whether you want to buy or merely
Full stock of WINCHESTER SHELLS.
get posted.

at Nolette's Barber

Bismark Dill Pickles, jPer Dozen
20c
Monarch Sweet Mixed Pickles, Per Pint.TTTaoc
15c
Spiced Sour Pickles, Per Dozen
Whole Sweet Pickles, Per Dozen
15c

GUNS

WINCHESTER RIFLES AND SHOT

avenu.epputh iaa4i

east front;, neat frame .cottage on 5p
feet corner lot ' with fine large shade
trees, lawn and roses; has 7 rooms,
bath, toilet, hot 'water "heatr' complete
outbuildings, barn with electric light.
Can be had with furniture or without.
Both these are special bargains. Get
price and terms at office of Harris
Real Estate Co.

t

Also one lot of "odds
and ends' ' in Basket

5CREENED
v
.

3 BARS

FOR

10

CENTS

While they last
AT

BOUCHER'S
THE COFFEE MAN

;

Anthracite Coal, all sizes.

sWs LUMP

'

Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

D. W. GONDON
Foot of Main St.
Winners---Opti- c

Phono Main 21

Classified Ads.

